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Academic Dishonesty Redifined
By Faculty In Student Handbook
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Managing Editor
Not until May of 1992 did
the Academic Affairs Commit-
tee became fully aware of the
vagaries which surround the
Handbook's cu rrent discussion of
intellectual honesty.
According to Dr. Martha
Risser, charges were brought
against students for multiple
submissions of assignments, and
it was then that the Committee
realized that while "students
were acting in good faith," both
students " and professors
needed"something concrete to
book gives great attention to pla-
giarism, it does not define what
other examples of intellectual
dishonesty may be. In fact, ex-
cept for plagiarism, only intel-
lectual honesty is addressed:
"Intellectual honesty assumes
that students do their own work
and that they credit properly
those upon whose work and
thought they draw. It is the
responsibility of each student to
make sure that he or she is fully
aware of what constitutes intel-
lectually honest work in every
examination, quiz, paper, labo-
ratory report, or other academic
exercise submitted for evalua-
"[There is] validity in the complaints that the
definition of academic dishonesty in the
'Handbook'is unclear."
—Martha Risser, Asst. Professor Of Classics
refer to" with respect to aca-
demic guidelines.
On Tuesday, November
10, the Trinity College faculty
unanimously voted to insertinto
the Handbook's discussion of in-
tellectual honesty examples of
intellectual d/shonesty, agreeing
with the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, said Risser, that there is
"validity in the complaints that
tine definition of academic dis-
honesty in the Handbook is un-
clear."
While the 1992-1993 edi-
tion of the Trinity College Hand-
tion in a course at Trinity Col-
lege. (Handbook, 40)"
According to Dr. Risser,
the Committee has realized tha t
"students want guidelines, want
to know what the parameters
are." The supplement, which is
to be inserted between para-
graphs one and two of the cur-
rent Handbook discussion of in-
tellectual honesty (p. 40), gives
nine examples of intellectual
dishonesty including, but not
limited to, "...multiple submis-
sions of the same or similar work
without prior written permis-
sion of the instructor(s)...
uauthorized collaboration... un-
authorized possession and/ or
distribution of an examination...
consultation of unauthorized
materials during an examina-
tion... failure to comply with an
ins tructor's specific instructions
with respect to academic hon-
esty... falsification or misrepre-
sentation of own's own aca-
demic record or that of anyone
else... falsification or misrepre-
sentation of data, information,
or quotations... preparing work
for another student... use of an-
other person's work."
Dr. Risser believes that
because there are "many differ-
ent teaching methodologies
used at Trinity College, there is
a great deal of inconsistency re-
garding academic dishonesty."
The supplement which was pro-
posed by the Academic Affairs
Committee is "designed to clear
that up." Risser also says that
the Committee is "not trying to
tell instruc tors how to teach their
courses," but rather is attempt-
ing to "keep the lines of commu-
nication open."
In order to discover what
students felt they needed in
terms of defining intellectual
dishonesty, student input was
received from and taken into
consideration. Official sources
ofinput were those students in-
volved in cases brought against
them as well as the three stu-






Lindsey III, professor of econom-
ics at Trinity College and a
Bloomfield school board mem-
ber, died of cancer this past
Saturday at his home. He was
50 years old.
Here at Trinity, the fac-
ulty and administration had a
great deal to say about the char-
acter and persistence of their
colleague. Professor Miguel
Ramirez of the economics de-
partment, a close friend of Dr.
Lindsey said, "He was a good
friend of mine and an esteemed
colleague. Heprovidedstudents
with a different framework and
perspective for analysis. His
unique contribution will be
sorely missed."
Dean of Students David
Winer commented "He was cer-
tainly a man of conviction, tre-
mendous integrity and a sense
of ethics," and "he had a persis-
tence about him that one can
only admire."
Dr. Lindsey was an avid
scholar in the field of Philippine
development. Among- his vast
array of accomplishments he
was both a Peace-corps volun-
teer as a consultant, an elemen-
tary school math teacher from
1965-1967, and a specialist in
South-East Asian Economics.
From 1972-1974, Dr.
Lindsey was a visiting faculty
member at Ateneo de Manila
University in the Philippines.
He was a visiting Associate Pro-
fessor in the School of Econom-
ics at the University of the Phil-
ippines from 1980-1981. In 1981
-82, Dr. Lindsey served as a re-
search fellow for the ASEAN
Economic Research Unit at In-
stitute of Southeast Asian Stud-
ies Singapore. His publications
and presenta dons on Sou th-East
Asian economic development
were numerous and distin-
guished. In September 1984, he
gave statement and testimony
on the "Situation and Outlook
in the Philippines," to the Sub-
committee on Asian Affairs to
the United States House of Rep-
resentatives.
While these credentials
give vast evidence to his contin-
ued success as a true scholar of
his age, he was also passion-
ately dedicated to education. In
1980 he was awarded a
Fulbright-Hays Research Grant
to study in the Philippines and
Singapore for twoyears. In 7984,
he received a Summer Faculty
please turn to page 6





Association has recently ac-
cepted a draft of & potential
honor code. It will be pre-
sented to the Faculty Academic
Affairs Committee this week
by SGA Executive Vice Presi-
dentEmelieEast The SGA Aca-
demic Affairs Committee, un-
der the direction of Leah Kahl,
completed the draft.
The honor code, were it
to be accepted by this commit-
tee, would include a written
pledge that each new student
would sign at matriculation.
This pledge would state that he
or she would not give or re-
ceive aid during the comple-
tion of any exercise, and that all
work 1:0 which they would sign
their name would be their own.
Throughout their career at
Trinity, students would be ob-
ligated to sign and write
•'pledged" on all of their work,
as a constant reminder of their
commilmentto academic hon-
esty.
Also included in the
honor code would be provi-
sionson academkconduct and
. explicit instructions for using
and quoting resources in aca-
demic work, as well as the ad-
ministration of the code itself
and the procedures for the ad-
judication of its infractions,
Students applying to Ihe col-
lege woujd also be forced fo
consider (he honor code when
they answer a question about
it that would be on Trinity's
application. . • •
"Applying students
would write a short answer
please turn to page 7
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
Beginning on page 8, see the return
of PJ. Louis who brings a polemic
on fairness that is bound to open a
few eyes. For insight into political
relations, read Sophomoric politi-
cian Joshua Lahey's piece. The fun
begins on page 8.
FEATURES:
Read an extremely disgusting story,
written just for the heck of it, in Fea-
tures, beginning on page 16. Also,
find out what it's like to receive not
one but three "Dear John" letters in
the same week, and check out this
week's top 12.
ARTS:
Find out if the Hickler and Adams
Dance Theater is a success with stu-
dents, and how Winona Ryder rocks
Bram Stoker's Dracula. Also, this
weekend's Chamber music will be a
sight to see and hear. Check out the
Arts Section on page 12.
SPORTS:
Find start to finish coverage of the
last football game of the season, in
which the Bantams defeated
Wesleyan 37-13. Read how Trinity's
winter squads are shaping up for the














































The Trinity Tripod ispuhlifthpd pnpiy
Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in
Hartford, Connecticut. The Tripod
office is located in the basement of
Jackson Dormitory. Address all
correspondences to The Trinity
Tripod. Box 1310, Trinity College,
Hartford, CT 06106. Our telephone
number is (203) 297-2583
The Trinity Tripod usesfhp A IIJUR-
Pagemaker 4.2 Desktop Publish-
ing System in coordination with
the Macintosh computer system,
Headlines are set in bolded
Palatina, and the body text is in
Roman Palatino, size. 9 automatic
leading. : -
OPINION
ihere is a disjunction at Trinity College between
(learning and grading. It often seems that at our
Sgreat institutions of higher learning GPAs are em-
phasized over knowledge, and that one must be sacrificed to
the other.
One's grades are supposed to be indicative of the
quality of one's work. Examinations are supposed to test our
ability to apply what we have learned, but these ideals are no
longer possible in an environment where some students are
able to gain access to previous exams simply becluse they
may know someone who has taken the examination before.
This, coupled with the fact that professors have a tendency
to use the same or similar questions on exams semester after
semester, combine to create a "learning" environment in
which an advantage arises for those students who have
access to people or institutions who have maintained copies
of old, unsecured examinations.
How many of us, if given the opportunity to know in
advance what is required in order to achieve a good grade on
an exam, would pass up that opportunity? How many of us
have overheard students in a class discussing how they
"earned" an A by simply memorizing answers to old exams
which they had acquired from friends or acquaintances who
had taken the class before?
In fact, what is the difference between students having
access to old exams through peers who have taken the same
class in past semesters and students having access to exams
through theft, especially when some professors do little to
vary their examinations from one semester to the next?
The former is "authorized" access to an exam, since it
was returned to students by their professor to do with it what
they will, while the latter is "unauthorized" access to an
exam, deemed detrimental to the learning environment of
the college. However, the two scenarios are similar in that
only certain, "privileged" students have access to informa-
tion which may enable them to perform better on an exam
than they might if they had to rely solely on their notes and
required reading.
It is absurd to assume that unsecured examinations,
those which have not been collected by the professor after
an exam, will notbe freely distributed and used by students.
It is also unlikely that professors will be able to create
unlimited variations upon their examinations. But the fact
remains that so long as old exams may be freely used by
some students, but are not generally available to all stu-
dents, there is an imbalance. Examinations no longer be-
come tests of what you know, but rather who you know.
Fortunately, restricted access to exams is a pollutant
which can be controlled. Other colleges and universities,
including Brown University and the University of South
Carolina, are attempting to do so, and The Tripod strongly
recommends that Trinity College take similar action.
Already many professors at Trinity do attempt to
ensure that their exams are secured once they have been
administered. By distributing only a limited number of
printed exam questions to a class and counting how many
are returned, a professor can be certain whether or not the
examination has been secured.
In addition, those professors who are unable or un-
willing to retrieve all copies of their examinations should-be
required to keep copies of old exams on reserve in the
library where everyone may have access to them. As a
result— providing they attend classes— all students will
then have equal opportunity to do well or poorly on an
examination, and professors will be encouraged to devise
exams which will truly test our knowledge and not our
ability to socialize, memorize and regurgitate.
S.N.W.
Cheers...
... concerning the Bistro's
lunrelentless advertising campaigns.
Weekly musical entertainment hasi
' been scheduled and sponsored by
'the Bistro in recent weeks, and the
! posters are highly colorful and vis-
ible all over campus. Around Trinity
[hopes that larger and larger audi-
ences will take advantage of these
I free social alternatives.
Cheers Again...
... to the Bistro. "Stop by for a
midnight snack," encourages theJfly-
ers which have announced that the
Bistro is now open until 2 a.m.. on
Friday and Saturday nights. An
Around Trinity source was tickled to
find buffalo wings, potato skins,
cheese fries, and nachos available past
grill and deli hours. Coupled with
the innundation of hot dog vendors
on Vernon Street, The Bistro is help-
ing to create a way station for post-
frat partiers and pre-late nighters with
the munchies.
Thumbs Up...
To Bram Stoker's Dracula.
Francis Ford Coppola's take on the
vampiric classic, which stars Gary
Oldman, Winona Ryder, and An-
thony Hopkins in an all-star cast, is
grand and visual entertainment.
Those who like strong narrative plots
need not pay admission. A more
specific Thumbs Up to the Student
Life Resource Center, who sponsored
a trip to the theater for the midnight
showing of Dracula last Friday night.
MiiiiminiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiH H i
Transportation, admission, and even
snacks were provided—for the mere price
of three dollars, AroundTrinity applauds
the Student Life Resource Center, who
has said that they would like to sponsor
more movie trips.
Underground Music
Last Sunday night a coterie of
Underground Coffeehouse fanatics were
treated to two very different styles of
music performed by Trinity students.
Opening was the acoustic folk-rock of
Mike Spaeder '94, who performed such
showtunes as "867-5309Jenny." Follow-
ing Mr. Spaeder was the loud, brash,
grungy guitar rock of Betty. This three
man band comprises of two moonlight-
ing Smackheads (Alfred Day '94 on bass,
Jason "Froman" Pienkowski '95 on
drums), as well as Chris LaFata '95 on
lead guitar and vocals. The entertain-
ment was a welcome and sometimes deaf-
ening study break, according to Around
Trinity sources.
Social Critique
Around Trinity believes that the
lack of "justified" occasion to hold frater-
nity parties this past weekend (i.e. Home-
coming tapped everyone out) resulted in
a very subdued partying atmosphere.
St. Anthony's two-floor extravaganza
was "packed like lemmings," according
to an Around Trinity source. Pike's
"Jailhouse Rock" pledge party appeared
to be a successful rebound from their 35-
keg debacle on Homecoming Weekend.
"Crow's" Late Night on Saturday was
plagued by faulty audio equipment, pos-
sibly due to some spilled beer, according
to another Around Trinity source. And
Elmo's Late Night was a stomping,
Techno-raving, 70's disco success.
Read The
MacTripod!
:: Dueto technological advances
made by an intrepid Tripod staff, this
weekly publication is now available
to students in the comfort of their
own dormitory room. Any member
of the Trinity community with a "Net-
worked" computer is able to access
The Trinity Tripod. Access is avail-
able through the Network's "TrINfo"
program. News, Opinion, and Sports
can be found in the "Campus Publi-
cations" folder and will be updated
weekly.
Back issues of The Tripod since
November 3rd are also available in
thisbolder. Around Trinity is proud to
join the ranks of such publications as
The Los Angeles Times and The Wash-
ington Post on the "Network," and
can only anticipate the future addi-
tions of People magazine and maybe
even Tiger Beat. Please contact cam-
pus extension 6095 for more infor-
mation concerning this break-
through.
In The News...
Sex still seems to sell. And it
still seems to be a hot topic at Trinity
College. Become a sexual statistic on
page 11 of Dialogue, where "The Trin-
ity College Sex Survey" asks you to
bare some or all.
Also check out the back page,
where the Bantam football team fin-
ished a fine season with a victory in
Middletown against the Wesleyan
Cardinals.
be r y p e Z ^ W * oforH Macintosh di * ' r t ' " * 0 ^ u ' ^ uX S ° P 'm ' ** F"d a y preCedillS Publi«"°^ «»following Tuesday. They should
p r tp lease nmn all tetters to Hve-hundred words. The Tnmty Tripod reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
November 17, 1992 • THE TRINITY TRIPOD OPINION
Courtesy Is The Answer
By Kelly Qinright
I was only three years old. Once again, I was sitting in the front of the
shopping cart at the supermarket trying to figure out how to sneak a pack of
bubblegum on to the revolving belt without my mother noticing, when 1 saw
something I'd never seen before. Being the curious little girl that I was, I reached
out and patted the curly Afro of the woman standing in front of me, my blue eyes
wide with wonder and astonishment. Suddenly, my mother realized what I was
doing and slapped my hand, as if she was horrified at what I had done. Remem-
bering that in preschool they taught us to keep our hands to ourselves, I under-
stood why she was angry. To compromise my unyielding curiosity and my
desire to behave appropriately, I blurted out in my bold three year old voice,
"Mommy, why is that lady black? And why is that lady fat?"
Needless to say, my mother was mortified, but if my memory serves me
correctly, the woman just smiled gently and took little offense to the comment.
My mother on the other hand, dragged me out to the car by my arm and pro-
ceeded to scold me as I sat perplexed and bewildered, those blue eyes filled with
tears, wondering what it was I had done wrong.
This anecdote from my childhood is one that I remember vividly as I recall
a feeling of helplessness. I felt as though I was being punished although I had not
committed a crime. This obvious display of innocence illustrates an issue I would
like to discuss. Courtesy. Honestly, I have heard way too much about commit-
tees on racism and sexual harassment. I am sick of hearing about what is politi-
cally correct and what is not. When we graduate from college into real life, there
will be no committees telling us what to say or how to behave. The effect of these
organizations are quite temporary. What I urge people to find in themselves is
the desire to be courteous to one another.
Rather than have me dictate to you what you should say or what you
should think or how you should behave around certain ethnic or gender groups, I
am going to encourage you to think about the lesson my mother should have
taught me rather than the lecture she actually gave me. As a three year old little
girl, I had no idea that the comment I made in the supermarket was offensive,
rude, or politically incorrect. The failure was in my lack of education, not in my
desire to be rude or hurtful. My mother acted much in the way the Racial
Harassment and Grievance Committee would act had I done that on this campus
today at eighteen years of age: She slapped my hand, and told me I was
grounded from Sesame Street AND The Brady Bunch for a week. The RHGC
might have suspended me or expelled me.
Unfortunately, in her state of anger and humiliation, my mother failed to
explain to me how to repair the situation, and so I went on still curious and still
confused. In my mind, the more appropriate route would have been to have
explained to me how that woman was different from me, but how everyone is
different from each other regardless if they look like you or not. The most
important issue to address with me would have been one of courtesy. Because I
had blurted out my feelings in a public place and pointed and stared, the action
was taken as being rude, and that was where my mother's embarrassment was
rooted. I doubt she was ashamed of my innocence or my curiosity or my lack of
education.
Why I encourage courtesy on this campus rather than political correctness
is for this reason. We stifle thought and curiosity about other ethnic or gender
groups when we designate appropriate language for dialogue. Courtesy merely
reminds us not to point fingers, not to blurt out potentially embarrassing or
hurtful comments to people we don't know, or create unnecessary slander against
a person or group of persons about whom we are not educated. Basically, it's
rude; it's common courtesy not to do those things. The issue can be quite confus-
ing, as Trinity is a place of academic business, and a place of social and private
business as the majority of students live on campus^
In no way is it appropriate for any student or professor to make comments
to one another which would create a hostile or uncomfortable atmosphere. It
abridges the academic and professional setting, unless the conversation is in the
context of discussing aspects of discrimination. However, in the private setting,
the situation becomes different. In this case, it is up to the personal judgment of
the people involved. I would always encourage people to be courteous to one
another, and as students at this college, hopefully we can all learn about the
damaging effects of verbal abuse.
I would hope that we would all want to make everyone's stay here at
Trinity as pleasant as possible. That can be smiling on the Long Walk, including
people in activities, or expressing an opinion, concern, or question in the most
delicate way possible. Of course, there will be arguments and division among
people, but formulating committees does not stop this sort of disunion. It is an
effort on the part of the college community to be aware and considerate. Make
that your goal.
Page 3
(tsit'gist') n. The taste and outlook characteristic of a period or generation.
What Kind Of Neighbors Are We?
ByRickZednik
Since being alerted via voice mail to several assaults against students
this semester, some campus denizens have called for a "closed campus."
The incidents have been sobering and comparable reoccurrences should
be prevented. Other than that, what I have to say is, welcome to city life.
Denying our neighbors access to our campus is not the answer. If you had
concerns about urban living, perhaps you made a wrong decision.
"The safety problems give Trinity a bad reputation," say some. Hey, the
bad reputation I worry about comes from the all too many students and
parents who say, "I am paying $23,000 to be safe." That argument for
enhanced security makes me absolutely sick.
Yes, we all deserve to be protected from harm, but not because we can
shell out big bucks. We deserve to be safe, because we are human. The
humans who live around us in the neighborhoods of Barry Square and Frog
Hollow suffer far worse than we do, but they don't deserve it any more than
we. They simply do not have the clout to insure their protection.
But, if so desired, we can talk tit-for-tat on finance issues. We support
the Campus Safety department with our dollars, you may say. Then, I ask,
what gives us the right to use Hartford streets, police, and fire? As an
institution, we do not pay property taxes to the city of Hartford. So if it is our
checkbooks that earn us higher safety standards, it is the same lack of check-
writing that warrants revocation of city service privileges from our use.
We often forget that we are privileged to have a security force tending
to every raucous gathering and every "suspicious looking person." We have
officers patrolling our 96 acres 24 hours a day, every day, on foot, in cars, and
on bicycle. We have security cameras, we have call boxes, we have iron
fences, and we have a shuttle system. Now we even have some parking lot
entrances locked at night. What more do we want?
I will concede that limiting access to the campus between the hours of
12 midnight and 7 a.m. could help. During those hours, few watchful eyes
are awake and there is little reason for anyone to come here. I do not advo-
cate closing up at all, but if the College feels the need, that is as far as I believe
reasonable.
Exactly how would a closed campus be enforced? No one allowed to
step on campus without proper ID? How would that work? But any other
way would be subjective and open to flagrant mishandling. Who would
judge who belonged, and how? By appearance? Whoa, talk about dangerous
ground-the potential for decisions.b^sed on race and class would be stagger-
ing. And what exactly would constitute "on campus" and "off campus?"
Vernon and Crescent Streets, which run through campus, belong lo the city,
not the College.
At risk of appearing insensitive to the fears of some, I propose another
solution. If you don't feel safe walking alone at night, then don't walk alone
at night. No one should feel threatened. We should do what we need to do
to feel personally safe.
If we were to shut out the city around us, then our neighbors, most of
whom are hard-working, loving people, should be insulted and enraged.
They would be justified in fostering feelings of animosity. Imagine your next
door neighbor caging in his or her property and questioning you every time
you set foot even on the periphery.
The library, playing fields, lectures, and performances offered on our
campus are far superior to almost anything else in Hartford. As it is, people
from off campus currently come in small numbers to use these resources, and
they are appreciative.
Children need open spaces for healthy recreation. We offer it to scores
of boys and girls within a one-block radius. If we were to deny them that,
then some might defy our attempts and cause unnecessary trouble.
Until two years ago, Ferris Athletic Center suffered a rash of break-ins
and thefts. Then, once the Neighborhood Posse was granted weekly access to
the gym and swimming pool for two hours on Sunday mornings, the inci-
dents virtually ceased. The correlation was not mere coincidence.
If you treat people with or without respect, they are likely to recipro-
cate. We have a choice. Let's not blow it.
iiilii^SHiliii ^ +t«aits £«•" +1*.ftmj
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Editois Accused Of Confusing Disagreement With Harassment
To the Editor:
Week after week, the opin-
ions of the editors-in-chief and
certain members of the Dialogue
staff offend us. Illogical argu-
ments cloaked in bombastic lan-
guage appear in nearly every
issue. In the November 10 is-
sue, Jonathan Heuser's and Eli
Lake'seditorials stem from com-
pleteshortsightedness on issues
relating to racial and sexual ha-
rassment. In so busily defend-
ing the rights of racists and sex-
ists to spew forth epithets and
"jokes," they ignore basic reali-
ties of a liberal arts college and
of our society.
Jonathan Heuser states
that the College's policy on ra-
cial harassment violates Consti-
tutional rights to free speech and
obstructs potentially construc-
tive discussion. He points out
that the Firs t Amendment states
that "Congress shall make no
law...abridging the freedom of
speech," and that if "Congress
shall make no law, shall Trinity
College?"
nation for racial harassment can
be expressed, and a community
conducive to equal intellectual
opportunity for everyone en-
rolled can be maintained.
Heuser alleges that re-
strictions on the rights of racists
to harass verbally is an attempt
by the College to tell students
"what to think." In the so-called
glory days of Trinity, when the
College enrolled only white
males, Heuser believes that stu-
dents were instead "properly"
taught "how to think." Do not
irrational racial prejudices pro-
hibit logically reasoned think-
ing? If Trinity is indeed inter-
ested inhow students think, then
it must also be committed to
removing barriers that impede
their intellectual growth.
The College has no right,
Heuser contends, to promote
certain types of attitudes and
behavior as morally superior to
other types. Since Heuser
brought up the analogy to the
Constitution, let us continue on
with that. We base our legal sys-
ground might be just as wrong




The College policy does not pro-
hibit arguments; it forbids the
use of language to demean or
threaten another individual
solely on the basis of race. This
is, to some degree, a subjective
ors, a woman may feel so un-
comfortable that her ability to
do her job maybe impaired. By
Lake's definition of the term,
this woman has been victimized,
and under anti-sexual harass-
ment laws in many states, the
government would have the
power to intervene.
Lake believes that sexist
jokes should be handled through
nipulated by their families, their
peers, the media, and many
other outside forces. Perhaps
Lake has managed to remove
himself from all cultural influ-
ences, but for the vast majority
of the population, this is an im-
possibility. Sexist jokes, com-
ments, and actions, if repeated
often enough from early in life,
affect all people, whether they
In Lake's unrealistic world, people intellectually discuss sexism and
convince the sexist to change his mentality. If this were the way
society really functioned, we would have eliminated irrational
prejudice a long time ago.
judgment, as is the grading sys-
tem. An educated Committee
has the ability to distinguish
between a hurled epithet and an
honest debate through the ex-
tensive reviewing process out-
lined in the Handbook. Yes, there
is the hypothetical potential for
a misjudgment, but the same
can be said of any of the many
ways that Trinity committees
evaluate students. If Trinity
In the so-called glory days of Trinity, when the College enrolled only
white males, Heuser believes that students were instead "properly"
taught "how to think."
First of all, government
has passed many laws restrict-
ingspeech under certain circum-
stances, such as anti-sexual ha-
rassment statutes. Secondly,
Trinity College is a private orga-
nization with the right to make
ils own regulations, as does any
othei organization. For ex-
ample, fraternities or sororities
can expel pledges who discuss
private rituals with non-mem-
bers. These sorts of regulations
are not merely whimsical or the
resultof "temporary pressures,"
but are instituted to improve
the organization's ability to re-
alize a greater goal.
Trinity's fundamental
mission is to create a commu-
nity in which all students, re-
gardless of race, religion, or gen-
der, can pursue an education. If
racial harassment makes some
students feel uncomfortable in
class or in certain social situa-
tions, their opportunity to learn
may be damaged. It would be
wrong for the College to allow
this situation to continue; the
Racial Harassment Grievance
Committee is the vehicle
through which public condem-
tem on certain moral principles.
For example, our laws forbid
drug use and prostitution pri-
marily on moral grounds. If no
evaluations were ever made on
the morality of different view-
points, social progress, and the
progress of the College, would
be hampered;
Heuser feels that if racists
are not allowed to express their
opinions in the form of harass-
ment, their views can "subcon-
sciously grow and rage out of
control." This is a fascinating bit
of psychological analysis that
can be applied equally well to
the victims of harassment. Be-
ing continually degraded and
insulted with no retribution to
the perpetrator could, conceiv-
ably, also cause a person to "rage
out of control." Of course, while
Heuser believes that victims of
racist attacks are responsible for
showing the harassers the error
of their ways, he thinks that rac-
ists have no responsibility to
control their own hurtful com-
ments: "Sensitivity is most of-
ten the product of someone's
environment, and condemning
a person on the basis of back-
abandoned the Racial Harass-
ment Policy, the College would
send the message to some indi-
viduals that Trinity considers it
acceptable to destroy the sense
of community, the ability to rea-
son clearly, and the equality of
education so vital to a small,
private, liberal arts college.
Eli Lake tackles a similar
dilemma in his Abstract article,
"We Must Define Our Terms."
He, too, fails to present a con-
vincing argument, in his case, as
to why women are not victim-
ized by sexist jokes. He claims
that the important question
should not be "'do sexist jokes
damage women?', but rather,
'do sexist jokes damage women
in a way with which the state
should in some way interfere?'"
He answers the latter question
in the negative. There are, in-
deed, many instances in which
sexist jokes would be protected
by the First Amendment. How-
ever, Lake disregards other situ-
ations, such as when sexist jokes
are used to harass sexually
women in the workplace. If she
is being constantly inundated
by sexist jokes from her superi-
Curriculum Committe Chair Responds
To SGA Letter About Reading Days
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to the concerns expressed by
Quanti Davis in his letter pub-
lished in last week's Tripod, re-
garding this year's calendar pro-
vision of reading days on Satur-
day and Sunday, December 12
and 13. The Curriculum Com-
mittee, which has the ultimate
faculty jurisdiction over the cal-
endar, but not the only jurisdic-
tion, considered these very un-
derstandable and legitimate
concerns both when we origi-
nally approved this year's cal-
endar last year, and again at our
meeting of November 12 as re-
quested by our three student
members.
The development of the
academic calendar is an ex-
tremely complicated process,
more so, perhaps, than many
students or faculty recognize,
and involving a range of com-
peting requirements and priori-
ties. Robbins Winslow, Direc-
tor of Educational Services, cre-
ates an initial draft three years
ahead, and variety of other indi-
viduals and groups at the Col-
lege have the opportunity to
commentbefore the Curriculum
Committee gives it final ap-
proval, at least a year ahead. In
other words, the 1993-94 calen-
dar was approved by the Com-
mittee last September. The com-
peting priorities are numerous
and include, for example, re-
quests from students to start
classes as late as possible so that
summer job commitments may
be fulfilled, the preference of
most students and faculty that
Final Examinations be com-
pleted prior to Christmas, the
desirability, especially in the
natural sciences, to have as many
unbroken class weeks as pos-
sible, the requirement that there
be thirteen of each day in the
semester (i.e., thirteen Mondays,
thirteen Tuesdays, etc.), and the
importance of scheduling time
for freshman orientation so that
there are at least two days be-
fore upperclass students return
please turn to page 5
what he labels "private repara-
tion." In Lake's unrealistic
world, people intellectually dis-
cuss sexism and convince the
sexist to change his mentality. If
this were the way society really
functioned, we would have
eliminated irrational prejudice
a long time ago. Lake mistak-
enly believes that sexism is an
"idea," and therefore responsive
to carefully reasoned argu-
ments. Sexism, like racism, is
not an idea, but a mentality
through which people formu-
late ideas. "Dialogue" alone is
not necessarily the solution to
every social ill.
Lake concludes that sex-
ist jokes do not victimize women
because these jokes do not lead
toan"atmosphereofrape."Lake
ignores the many other impor-
tant ways that women are vic-
timized in our society, such as
by being harassed in the work-
place, as we mentioned earlier.
There may be a relationship be-
tween rape and sexist jokes, but
it is not necessarily a causal one.
Both exist, at least in part, be-
cause of the mentality of sexism.
Lake claims that that if we all
"think of ourselves as respon-
sible, free agents...we become
impervious to the media, the
frat houses and locker rooms."
Most people think of themselves
as free agents; individuals do
not like to acknowledge how
profoundly their views are ma-
like it or not.
Both Heuser and Lake shy
away from authorities, such as
the state or a Trinity Committee,
becoming involved, under any
circumstances, in incidents of
racial harassment or sexist joke-
telling, preferring instead to rely
on reasoned social pressure to
eliminate this behavior. This ig-
nores two facts: one, that many
people do not apply this social
pressure because they, too, hold
bigoted views, and two, those
on the receiving end of preju-
dice often have much less social
power than the perpetrators,
making it difficult for them to
eradicate these pervasive men-
talities without the help of those
in power. If Heuser and Lake
are so convinced people can be
made to understand the damag-
ing effects of racist and sexist
assertions through "dialogue,"
then instead of devoting space
to another tired defense of racist
and sexist statements under the
guise of "Free Speech," why
don't they dedicate some pages
to allow students to explain how
bigotry at Trinity has hurt them?
Then, perhaps, The Tripod would
be making a more substantial
and diverse contribution in con-
fronting the pressing issues of









It is only natural to be anxious about an
upcoming test, but there are two preparation
techniques which may help alleviate that anxi-
ety: (1) Know your stuff; and (2) Know how to
take a test. We will discuss both techniques in
this workshop, along with such details as when
to arrive at the testing site, how to read a test,
which questions to answer first, and how to find




To Register, rail Elestine Nicholson
at 297-2461
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Racial Harassment Policy Exercises Suggestion, Not Compulsion
To the Editor:
Does anyone in this community
have a right to verbally or physically
abuse another on the basis of race or
ethnicity? Several writers have thrown
the cloak of the first amendment over
this question, and attacked the Trinity
Racial Harassment Grievance Policy as
the instrument of a new Thought Police.
In the debate, the Policy itself has been
obscured, and the procedures of the
Grievance Committee overlooked.
whom, individually, the remark is ad-
dressed. " (See Houston v. Hill, 107 S. Ct.
2502,2510 (1987).) We think that harass-
ment includes fighting words, but also
includes language or actions that carry
with them an implicit threat of violence,
or express hostility repeatedly and delib-
erately over a period of time.
We feel that this interpretation
minimizes the conflict with freedom of
speech. To clarify this, consider the ra-
tionale for free speech: We value free
A racial epithet is hardly "speech" at all, and our
metaphors reflect this: an epithet is "hurled," as if it were a
stone.
In 1989, the Racial Harassment
Grievance Committee wrote a letter to
the community addressing the nature of
racial harassment, with free speech in
mind. Perhaps this is a good time to
reprint part of that letter:
We are often asked how we can
reconcile the racial harassment policy
with the principles of free speech and
academic freedom, principles fundamen-
tal to the life of the college. We are
acutely aware of this dilemma, and partly
in response to it we have adopted a nar-
row conception of harassment. Harass-
ment, in our view, resembles "fighting
words," as defined by the Supreme Court
as words which "have a direct tendency
to cause acts of violence by the person to
speech because it insures the communi-
cation of ideas, and we value the com-
munication of ideas because it is through
dialogue and discussion that a commu-
nity can approach the truth. The demo-
cratic faith in the free exchange of ideas
runs deep, and underlies our tolerance
for the expression of even very odious
ideas — the process of dialogue will ex-
pose the error of those ideas, and thereby
strengthen the communal awareness of
the truth. Now consider the effect of
harassment on the exchange of ideas. A
racial or ethnic slur destroys the possibil-
ity of dialogue. The harasser, by means
of the slur, violently excludes the victim
from any dialogue by means of a virulent
ad hominem attack. A racial epithet is
New Oiganizatioiv The Elms
Community, Welcomes All
• To the Editor:
Individuality. Equality. Commu-
nity. We feel that these three principles
are at the root of what is missing in the
social and intellectual life at Trinity Col-
lege.
Individuality and' diversity are
necessities for the continued growth of
the campus community. Equality be-
tween the races, classes, and^genders is
fundamental in our efforts to provide an
atmosphere in which we can work to-
gether. A sense of community is essential
for fostering an environment which will
cultivate many friendships based on
mutual trust and respect.
The founding meeting of the Elms
Community will be held at 7 p.m. this
Friday,November20at70VernonStreet.
Arty student, facul ty member, staff mem-
ber, or administrator is welcome to join,
regardless of additional commitments or
affiliates.
We believe this organization will
foster a sense of long term growth for









and homeless, not just
this week, but every
week
hardly "speech" at all, and our meta-
phors reflect this: an epithet is "hurled,"
as if it were a stone. Ideas, however
revolting, are never "hurled." For these
reasons, the effect of harassment is analo-
gous to violence. This is why we con-
demn it, and why our committee will
take disciplinary action against anyone
found guilty of harassment.
Since we interpret harassment nar-
rowly, we distinguish it from remarks
that express racial or ethnic intolerance
without being overtly harassing. Such
insensitive remarks, sometimes made in
ignorance of their bigotry, can deeply
offend everyone who hears them; none-
theless, they do not destroy the possibil-
ity of dialogue and so we find them to be
protected under the principle of free
speech. However, our committee need
notbe silent on cases of offensive but not
harassing speech,... In such cases, we
feel that we might perform two helpful
services. First, through a hearing we can
help determine what happened in the
als, then the community ought to support
its words with policies and actions.
And what of the alleged "chilling
effect" on discourse and discussion? The
harassment policy is designed to encour-
age productive debate, not chill it. The
policy chills epithets and slurs in poten-
tially violent contexts; every other dia-
logue falls outside the limits of racial
harassment.
But suppose for the sake of argu-
ment that the racial harassment policy
has made a few people think twice about
saying something they suspect is racist.
With those second thoughts they begin a
process of reflection and self-question-
ing that is the first step of learning and
change. I welcome it. I sincerely hope
that the next step is not a worried silence
but a genuine dialogue. Through this
dialogue one can begin to see oneself and
one's world from other points of view —
this awareness is at the core of our intel-
lectual community. Freedom of thought
begins not with an angry eruption into a
Freedom of thought begins not with an angry eruption
into a social void, but with attention to the thoughts and
feelings of others.
incident in question, independen t of the
wildfire of rumor. Second, w e can help
the offendingparty recognize w h y his or
her comments were insensitive or intol-
erant. To further these aims, w e have
ad d ed to our procedures the oppor tu-
ni ty to hear complaints informally. Any
member of the Racial Harassment Griev-
ance Commit tee may be called u p o n to
media te informally be tweena complain-
ant and someone accused of offensive
speech or behavior. In these ways , we
hope w e can foster the dia logue that is
essential for mutual unders tand ing and
the elimination of racism and other forms.
of intolerance.... • , •
Welookforward toa day w h e n the
boisterous interchange of ideas and per-
spectives is free of all bigolry. W e look
forward to a t ime when our committee
will be obsolete.
Three years have passed, and the
Grievance Committee continues to be
guided by these principles. I feel strongly
that an act of harassment is not s imply the
expression of an unpopular idea; it is a
breach of basic civility, a tear in the fabric
of our community. If unity and commu-
nity are more than merely rhetorical ide-
social void, bu t with attention to the
thoughts and feelings of others. Free-
d o m of thought is achieved when you
and I listen to each other. Often the best
use I can make of my first amendment
right is to ask you, What does the world
look like from your point of view?
What I would find chilly indeed is
the silencing of the Grievance Commit-
tee. The committee uses its power to
punish in only the extreme cases of ex-
plicit harassment. No genuine dialogue
could ever fall in that category. In hear-
ing ha rassment cases, the committee
strives to bo fair and thorough, preserv-
i n g Ihe confident ia l ly a n d . t h e r ight of
both par t ies to a fuJJ and impartial hear-,
ing. Bui beyond that, the commiltee
exercises its legitimate first amendmen t
rights just as any other body might. I
hope that the critics of the policy are not
mistaking suggestion for compulsion,
nor criticism for prohibition. I hope that'
they are not feeling cramped because a
high profile committee has stood u p to
say that racism is wrong.
Sincerely,
Dan Lloyd
Depar tment of Philosophy
Faculty Responds To SGA Letter
• continued from page 4
'to campus.
" It is simply impossible to change
this year's calendar with now less than a
month's lead time for reasons that in-
clude students' transportation schedules
and reservations, facility syllabi, other
scheduled campus events, and the
myriad of other scheduling^details that
interconnect with the academic calen-
dar. In looking atnextyear's calendar (in
which Reading Days are also a week-
end), the fact that it has been approved
and distributed would mean that the
only change that might be possible for
next year would be to add a reading day
on Monday following the scheduled read-
ing days. This would mean that exams
would end on Monday, December 20
instead of Friday, December 17 and nei-
ther students nor faculty on the Commit-
tee at our meeting yesterday felt that this
was a viable option. In short, we clearly
recognize the problem raised by Mr.
Davis' letter, but we recognize as well
that in some cases, alternative solutions
may create additional problems which
others might find equally onerous.
At theCurriculum Committee meet-
ing of November 12, we made one change
that will allow greater student input in
that weadded the SGA president, ex officio
to the list of those on campus who receive
draft copies of proposed calendars prior
to their approval by the Curricul um Com-
mittee. In this way students will have
even more opportunity to comment. The
Curriculum Committee does have three
students members who participate and
vote, but it is true that since the calendar
for the subsequent year is usually dis-
cussed in late September, SGA represen-
tatives have not usually been named by
that time and they miss that agenda item.
Having our student members seated by
two to three weeks into the term would
also allow for additional student repre-
sentation in this process.
We recognize that no calendar so-
lution pleases everyone, arid the Cur-
riculum Committee continues to" try to
make every attempt to approve a calen-
dar which minimizes the problems and
inconveniences. We hope that all mem-
bers of the Community will continue to
inform us of their views on the calendar
as we and others continue to try to bal-
ance the competing range of priorities
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Shortened Reading Days
Addressed By SG A
BY ERICA PRIGGEN
Neivs Writer
Members of the Student
Government Association (SGA)
attacked the administration's
decision to shorten this
semester's final Reading Days.
In a letter published in
the November 10th issue of The
Tripod, SGA officials asked that
the decisionbe reevalua ted, and
that additional reading days be
added to the College calender.
The Reading Days are
scheduled for the weekend of
December 12 and 13. In past
semesters, Reading Days in-
cluded two additional days dur-
ing the regular class week.
The letter, composed by
Quanti Davis '93, President of
the SGA, was a tenacious ap-
peal for faculty to finish classes
on Wednesday, December 9.
Thursday and Friday would
then be used as additional Read-
ing Days.
Students and members of
the faculty expressed distress at
the potential lack of prepara-
tory time.
Lori Marquis '96 said,
"Having the Reading Days on
the weekend isn't going to serve
the purpose that the school
wants it to. Having a couple of
days during the week gives
people a time to plan."
The issue of rescheduling
has been a priority in recent
meetings of the Curriculum
Many faculty members
seemed sympathetic to the stu-
dents' position, and at the same
time realize that the situation is
basically a deadlock.
History Professor Jack
Chatfield referred to the lack of
Reading Days as "a tremendous
mistake in scheduling," and as a
"serious error" which he hopes
is "never repeated." At this
point, however, he feels that
professors cannot be asked to
alter their approach to their class
preparation.
Professor Noreen Chan-
nels, Secretary of the Faculty,
thinks that the SGA has a valid
argument and sees the decision
to approach the Curriculum
Committee as the most effective
and sensible tactic.
"Creativity is needed to
get the situation fixed," said
Channels, and advocates the ac-
ceptance of other alternatives.
History Professor Cheryl
Greenberg said, "This gives a
mixed message concerning stu-
dents being serious about aca-
demics."
Ms. Greenbergwentonto
explain that students feel pres-
sured to succeed in scholastic
endeavors,andthatstudentsput
in such a difficult situation are
hard pressed to reach this goal.
Yvette Johnson '95, a stu-
dent member of the Curriculum
Committee, explained that there
are many factorsinvolved which
complicate the situation.
"[It] gives a mixed message concerning
students being serious about academics."
—Professor Cheryl Greenberg
Committee. The committee's
Chairman, Randy Lee, feels that
such alterations to the schedule
wouldbe impossible at this time.
: "It is a matter of juggling
a whole range of things," said
Mr, Lee.
He noted that extending
the exam schedule to Monday
the 21st and Tuesday the 22nd
would interfere drastically with
travel plans, bringing many stu-
dents home too close to the holi-
days.
There is also a require-
ment that the College have four-
teen full weeks of classes and by
cutting out Thursday and Fri-
day, this requirementwouldnot
be met.
"What are we going to
give up to get it?" asked Mr.
Lee.
Mr, Lee explained that
students are "full participants"
on the committee, and that those
students on the committee ac-
quiesced to the decision.
One of this semester's
major obstacles for was that
Freshman Orientation extended
into the first week of the semes-
ter. Freshman arrived on a Sat-
urday, and Orientation lasted
through Tuesday.
The Curriculum Commit-
tee decided to make up these
two days by taking away two
Reading Days at the end of the
Fall semester.
Another component
which provided some difficulty
was that the students were not
able to see the proposed calen-
dar until three weeks into Sep-
tember, when members of the
SGA are officially chosen and
places are filled on the Curricur
lum Committee. ,../
Next year the calendar is
to be sent out at an earlier date to
the standing President of the
SGA. However, by then faculty
members Jjave already written
their syllabi and solidified their
schedules.
Intellectual Dishonesty To
Be Rephrased In Handbook
continued from page 1
dent representatives on the
•••Committee. Student input was
also received informally from
students during classes. In ad-
dition, the Dean of Students'
office conducted a survey of
handbooks from other institu-
tions of higher learning, finding
these institutions to include lists
of examples of intellectual dis-
honesty.
According to Dr. Risser,
ultimately what is desired is
"more communication between
instructors and students." She
also emphasizes that individual
instructors should "be aware of
guidelines" and determine what
constitutes intellectual dishon-
esty in their own classes, and
students should consult their
professors if they have questions
or doubts about what is permis-
sible, and what is not, in a class.
Professor Charles Lindsey COURTESY OF TRINITY COLLEGE PUBLIC REALATIONS
Economics Prof essor Remembered
continued from page I
Research Grant from Trinity and




the 199()'s began, Dr. Lindsey's
success was still evident. From
1987-1989, he was the Coordi-
nator of the third world studies
concentration in the area stud-
ies program at Trinity College.
He served as a member of the
grant Coordinating Committee
in 1990 and was on faculty re-
search leave in the Fall of 1991.
Mostrecently, Dr. Lindsey
was serving as a member on the
Bloomfield board of education
where he was characterized by
his colleagues as "one of those'
people who got other people
going and thinking."
One of Dr. Lindsey's par-
ticular contributions was noted
by Dean of Faculty Jan Cohn in
saying "I like to remember
Chuck best for all the intellec-
tual and moral support he of-
munity was enviable. He never
abandoned his dedication to-
wards making Trinity a sound
educational institution by intro-
ducing a novelty of ideas. Presi-
dent Gerety saidof.Dr. Lindsey,
"He was a radical in the best
He was a radical in the best tradition of the
liberal arts, always probing', always ques-
tioning, always willing to,-engage in new
approaches or different'conclusions. We will
miss him terribly.
fered a§ a member of the Educa-
tional'Policy Board to our ef-
forts towards increasing minor-
ity faculty hiring at Trinity."
Dr. Lindsey's breadth of
involvement in the Tri nity com-
tradition of the liberal arts, al-
ways probing, always question-
ing, always willing to engage in
new approaches or different
conclusions. We will miss him
terribly."
Get^n'Into the Groove With Residential life
Pictured from (front) left to right are Nego File ' 95, Kisha Bianchard '94
and Bane Aiken '95, the winners of the Op Sync contest sponsored by the
Residents! Life staff last Saturday. A multitude of acts participated in the
contest and entertained an energetic audience in the Cave last weekend.
SUZANNE FAUENPER
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SGA Passes Draft Of Honor Code
continued from page 1
essay on the significance of the
honor code as a part of their
application," Ms. Eaststated. "It
would make students think
about it as they apply here."
Under the provisions of the
honor code, were it to be put in
place, students would be con-
stantly reminded of it from the
application process. "It would
become an academic way of
life," Ms. East continued. "It
would be more symbolic than
anything else."
Ms. East said that the in-
tention behind having an honor
code would be to have a prevail-
ing attitude of academic hon-
esty take root in the students. It
would be taking the standard,
accepted principles of academic
honesty and putting them in a
format where students would
have to make a formal commit-
ment to them, and take respon-
sibility for the consequences if
they did not. It would simply
mean a higher priority would
be placed on academic honesty
and more responsibility placed
on the entire community to up-
hold the code.
Ms. East pointed out that
students would be less inclined
to cheat if they were being con-
stantly reminded of it by having
to sign a pledge at the bottom of
each and every piece of work
they hand in. The honor code
will be presented to the Faculty
Academic Affairs Committee on
Tuesday, November 17,and will
most likely be voted on by the
entire faculty in December.
Ann Petty Subject of Canf ejmce at Trinity
illpi
&i'LSi:i^||j||||||j||MBHB^
Authoi* Ann Petty was the subject of a day long conference on campus last
Saturday. The event, co-sponsored by Trintiy College and the Connecticut
Humanities Council, included presentations by Gloria Naylor, author of
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WEARING SHORTS
Is ENCOURAGED.
A bathing suit and sun .
block wouldn't be a bad idea
either. Just be prepared
fora week of fun.
It's a multiple choice spring
break. Games, parties, contests,
free party cruise, free food
and entertainment. Tennis and
golf, too. Or go sightseeing
on a moped. And don't forget
our beautiful pink beaches
and turquoise waters. All les
than two hours away.
So do whatcha like. Just don i
let it go to your head.
For more information, call
Casa Di Travel
450 New Britain Avenue,
Hartford, CT 06106
203-527-6600
The stones which you are about to read are taken directly from
the files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The names
of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent
and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent until proven
guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section is designed to
better inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus
Safety officers.
Convenience Crime
A student was mugged while on his way back from Sam's
(Chucky's) Convenience store on November 10. At approxi-
mately 6:15 pm, the student was walking alone down New
Britain Ave. and was approached by three youths. They asked
him for his money, and upon saying no, the student was
knocked to the ground and a small amount of money was
forcibly removed from his pockets.
Chips Captured
On November 9, between 8:30 and 11:30, a Honda parked
in the St. Anthony Hall lot was broken into. A side window was
broken. Apparently the only thing missing from the car was a
bag of Doritos© Tortilla Chips. It was not specified whether the
chips were Nacho Cheese or Cool Ranch.
lights lifted
Two front yellow turn signal lights were stolen from a
Honda parked in the Stowe parking lot. The lights appeared to
have been carefully removed. The serial numbers on the reflec-
tors are B76-99439-5 for the right one, and B77-99493-1 for the
left one, so should anyone see a Honda driving around campus,
please check for these serial numbers, ('cha, right)
Pipe Patrol
Four youths were spotted walking near the corner of
Vernon and Summit streets carrying a lead pipe which they
were using to break windows on cars. The incident occurred on
Sunday the 8th around 8:30 am. (shouldn't they have been home
watching cartoons?) A friendly, but promiscuous Probe was
penetrated frontally, when it's windshield was banged and
dents were dealt to the hood.
Justminules later, the two rear side windows were busted
on a heavy-Chevy station wagon. However, Campus Safety
spotted the youths who had moved on to the St. Anthony Hall
lot and were just about to break the window on another car. The
officer driving by honked at the students, scaring them away.
Consolidated Crimes
A car in the Jarvis B lot had one of its windows broken.
Nothing was reported stolen. Also a car on the athletic field was
vandalized after the homecoming football game. That's it for
car break ins.
Phallic Phones
And now for something completely different. There were
more harassing phone calls this week. (Surprised?) According
to Acting Director of Campus Safety, Erin Olson, ADCS-EO
(same abbreviation, different title) there was no pattern to.these
calls, they were not all to the same dorm or group of students.
On November 8, a student picked up the phone to be
greeted/with heavy breathing. On the 12th, the same student
was brutally bothered by a boisterous breather. Other calls
included a hang up and obscene voice mail.
Dorms Destroyed
PGD-VCP. (Look it up) Dorms were deliberately dam-
aged and destroyed by drunken drones drooling for destruc-
tion. The glass in a Goodwin bulletin board was smashed, and
some creative festive friendly freshman tantalized tourists and
tenants by toilet papering Little dormitory.
Ending Etceteras
Hmm, also this week: Shuttles are back on Broad Street
after being scared off by neighborhood kids with rocks. Even
better, no security vehicles were turned upside down while
closing down a party at St. Anthony Hall Friday night.
Package based on
through 4/10/93. Pr
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Not In The Constitution
BY P.J. LOUIS
World & Nrtition Writer
In case you haven't noticed, neither the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, nor the
Declaration of Independence have the word fair in them. You can search all three of
these great pieces and you will never find the word fair. However, freedom and
liberty do come up a lot. Yet recently people have been asking for fairness more and
freedom less.
Oneof the proper ways of usingfiiirness is in treatingyourchildren/fl/r/yso they
do not have more privileges than their siblings. However, the government has
decided what is fair. People have been giving the government responsibility that
used to be borne on the individual.
This must be progress. This moves us to a more humane society where the
government takes care of everyone and tries to treat everyonefairly. This is the way
it should be, right? WRONG!
Fairness should not exist in our society. Why should I have to pay housing or
welfare checks for someone who is too damn lazy to go get a job? Why should the
government pay for medical bills and everything else for these people? That is
ridiculous! I work my ass off to support my family and to give my kids a better chance
to succeed in life and have fun. Then BOOM! The government makes me support
other people who sit around all day and make no attempt to get a job. With the
Fairness should not exist in our society. Why should I have
to pay housing or welfare for someone who is too damn lazy
to get a job? ... That is ridiculous!... I refuse to reward
laziness.
Democrats in power, we, as in you and me, will have to pay more money to support
these people.
Some people do need to be helped like veterans and the menta lly d isabled .But
J refuse to reward laziness. The Democrats will make us pay so many taxes to be able
to pay for all of their free benefits that it will become oppressive.
However, it isstupid to spend somuch money because the moremoney we pay
the morepoverty there will be. When the welfare spending was low, the poverty rate
dropped drastically from thirty to fourteen percent, Since that time welfare spending
has soared, while poverty has slowly become higher. It is time to start cutting
spending and limiting it to certain things i.e. low income housing.
Like 1 said in the beginning, there should be no such word as fair in our
government actions. This is America1. If 1 want to be rich like all of you do and drive
around in my yacht or fly in my plane, then it is my right to do just lhat. ] should not
have to pay more for people who are Jazier than anybody else. It is a free market
economy, and if I do better than you, I should not have to be punished for it.
This economy is designed for the strong to survive. Even if you are poor you
will manage. The government, especially Democrats, should not reward laziness
which Bill Clinton basically wants to do. We should reprimand lazy people and
praise hard working ones, Life is not fair! You have to work for what you want. So
Clinton and all you other Democrats - let the people work for their success! DON'T










SERVING HARTFORD FOR 56 YEARS
BY FREDERICK FALKSON
World & Nation Writer
Germany's ascension to a stable,
democratic state and the unification of
the east and west produced an almost
romantic quality to a country which just
50 years ago was in the grips of Nazism.
But economically hard times and an in-
creasing influx of refugees have rekindled
a xenophobia reminiscent of the fascism
of World War II. It seems that certain
Germanattitudeshavenot changed; there
still exists a dislike for foreigners whether
they be Jews, Eastern Europeans, or other
non-Germans.
Partly because of its Nazi past,
Germany has the most liberal immigra-
tion policy in Western Europe. It is esti-
mated almosthalf a million refugees and
asylum-seekers will be accepted this year
alone. Yet with this has come a growing
resentment that money used to house,
clothe, and feed these individualsshould
be used for German citizens. The sharp
rise in unemployment and the shortage
of public housing, especially in the east,
have made foreigners the scapegoats.
This kind of hostility manifests it-
self in violence, it is estimated that a
violent act is com mi tied every day against
foreigners in Germany. The culprits are
usually young men, members of right-
wing extremist groups like the Neo-Na-
zis or skinheads. The worst example of
xenophobic violence occurred at the Bal-
tic port city of Rostock, where skinheads
firebombed a governmentbuilding hous-
ing Vietnamese and Turkish immigrants.
Unfortunately, this resentment of
foreigners goes beyond just right-wing
thugs looking for a fight of rioting with
police.
The violence at Rostock saw resi-
dents of the city actually cheering on the
skinheads. Other violent acts were looked
upon with indifference or even silently
applauded by regular Germans. Other
instances provide a less dismal picture,
with Germans disgusted with the con-
stant outbreaks of right-wing extremists.
Ano ther frightening example of the
rise of anti-foreign s entiment is the grow-
ing support of right w j n g political par-
ties. The strongest is the Republican
Party, led by Franz Schonhuber, a former
Waffen-S.S. sergeant. In the Bavarian
city of Paasau, the Republicans actually
won 11.3% in recent elections and cur-
rently have six seats in the European
Parliament.
Another group, the Germans
People's u nion, has had considerable po-
litical success and also publishes right-
wing newspapers. The newspapers of-
tenspeak of "gypsy terror" and the threat
of "De-Germanisation."
To m any Germans and other Euro-
peans, this violence and xenophobia has
been worsened by the ineptitude of the
nation's politicians. High level politi-
cians, like Chancellor Helmut Kohl, are
afraid to alienate conservative voters (It
is estimated that 15% of Germans are
thinking of voting for a far-right party).
A recent demonstration against rightist
violence became a riot, showing how
dissatisfied some Germans are with their
government. During the demonstration,
Helmut Kohl was pelted with rocks and
continually called a "hypocrite" for not
taking a harder stance against right-wing
activities.
The rise of extremism in Germany
is particularly scary because it seems to
glorify a past which has hurt and dam-
aged so many people, Forei gners are once
again the cause of the country's ills. Far-
right organizations talkof a new "Fourth
Reich" and a return to Germany's pre-
war borders. Even sadder is the growth
of holocaust revisionism, the idea that
Nazism's crimes never happened and
are just a big lie.
These attitudes detract from a
country which has worked so hard to
become a law-abiding democracy and
economic superpower. The last fifty years
h'as seen Germany rise from the rubble of
World War II into a country expected to
lead Europe into unity. But this new
xenophobia and the violence it creates
takes away from how other countries
look at Germany. It is also particularly
painful for those who were victims of the
nation's violent past.
Only Kemp Will Lead The
Republicans To Victory In 1996
BY DAN ANIXT
World & Nation Writer
For anyone who remembers, last
year I wrote an article praising the works
of Jack Kemp as Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development. His innova-
tive ideas concerning tenant manage-
ment of housing projects as well as his
efforts to clean up corruption made him,
in my opinion, one of the most effective
members of the Bush administration.
Now that the election is over, the
Republican party will be searching for a
new leader to carry the torch in 1996. In
spite of being a liberal Democrat, I have
great admiration for Mr. Kemp's effec-
tive leadership, concern for the poor,
and general integrity. These are quali-
ties which often are lacking in members
of both parties. Although he holds con-
servative positions on many issues, his
social beliefs (aside from those on abor-
tion) lack the nastiness and intrusive-
ness of his conservative Republican con-
temporaries (such as Pat Buchanan).
The fact that he cares about the
American underclass and wants to en-
courage private sector assistance for
them marks a departure from trickle
down economics. By specifically target-
ing the poor for assistance, even if it is
solely through the private sector encour-
agement, is a step in the right direction.
If jobs and business can be brought into
the cities to help people out of poverty
then the effects will be far more benefi-
cial than simply using welfare to solve
problems.
The fact that Mr. Kemp has reached
out to the poor and labored to improve
their lotinlife makes himadifferentkind
of Republican. Instead of dwelling on
simple tax breaks to the rich to encour-
age developement, he sees a multi-tiered
strategy which provides the incentives
needed to truly advance private sector
benefits to the poor. I realize that we
need welfare programs, bull also believe
that a job is one of the best ways to
alleviate poverty. However, these jobs
must be well paying, lasting industrial
and hi-tech to truly have an impact. The
service industry is not the means to
achieve betterment for the urban poor
because service jobs pay very little.
Although I will probably remain a
loyal Democrat for the next election, if
anyone reading this is a Rep ublican, they
might consider Jack Kemp when the pri-
maries come around again. I say this
because Jack Kemp is one of the few
Republicans I see as capable of doing a
good job leading the country.




World & Nation Writer
here feel the same way towards their
——- professors. .Voters feel politicians don't
have any idea what their life is really
The biggest complaint from the like. Students largely feel the same to-
voters this past election year was the wards faculty. Voters feel that the only
perception that our politicians were not way a politician can accurately make
in touch. Bounced checks, broken prom- decisions concerning their lives - like
ises, lies about their past. "They are all taxesandhealthcare-isifMr.PoIitician
fools and liars," was a popular senti- also feels the emotions that voters feel
ment. In March, George Bush walked concerning those issues. Students also
into a grocery store to show he was a real wonder how Mr. Professor can say that
guy and was amazed by the electronic something is wrong - like fraternities
scanner. Nice try. The candidacy of Jerry and kegs - if Mr. Professor doesn't expe-
Brown caught fire in New York and Con- rience those things at all, or at least on a
necticut only after Bill Clinton looked very limited basis,
like the only other option. The voters The bottom line is that students
simply didn't trust Clinton. They did not feel disconnected and alienated from
think he was a real guy. their professors. Many students might
By the time Clinton reached the say, "my relationship with Professor X is
magic number of delegates at the con- great, I don't think student faculty rela-
vention people had already been intro- lions should improve." The interesting
duced to his mother, his wife and his thing is that if you ask most voters, it is
daughter. The October Surprise that not their politicians that is the problem!
James Carville, George Slephanopoulos The similarities are frightening!
and the F.O.B.s (Friends of Bill) con- We here at Trinity also need an
structed to save Clinton from the ghosts "October Surprise," but of substantial
of Mondale ' —————-; a n d i a s t i n g
and Dukakis
was cen-
Votersfeel politicians don't have any F°P°rtions-
~ ' J We,asacom-
tered on one idea What their life iS really like. StU- muniry,need
t t 7 dents largely feel the same towards
ciinton they faculty.,..The dichotomy between the gulf between
would like , -ii , • students and
him, and if tWO gWUpS Will gWW more notice- facultygrows
they liked able.... wider every
him they — day that stu-
would be more inclined to vote for him. dents eat in Mather and faculty eat in
Hillary Clinton was recast, and Chelsea Hamlin. The chasm between the two
was brought out to show that Democrats groups will grow deeper as long as most
can have family values too. Bill became faculty refuse to participate with the
one of the guys at diners and began Greeks.
talking to real people on shows like The dichotomy between the two
Arsenio and Today. The strategy worked, groups will grow more noticeable as long
obviously. as students aren't involving faculty in
I have a fondness for making analo- after class activities and as long as fac-
gies between Trinity and the real world, ulty are not doing likewise. I realize
One particular one serves me well now. there exist exceptions. Many may not
The analogy is between politicians and feel the same urgency in this problem
professors here at Trinity. I don't think that I do. If you do - voice your opinion,
students and faculty here at Trinity, like Write a letter to the editor. Tell me I am
voters and politicians nationwide, have a wrong. Tell me I am right. Tell me what
very good relationship. Voters feel that we should and what we should not do.
politicians are only a small part of their If we can't even talk about the
lives. Many students I have encountered problem., .perhaps this article is too late.
Hot Kettle About To Boil
Over In The Middle East
BY LUKE MADIGAN
World & Nation Writer
"The History of the Middle East
has been characterized by tremendous
suffering and conflict among its peoples."
This quote from former President Jimmy
tor. Israel then retaliated by bombing a
building used by Hezbollah guerillas.
Violence has not been limited to
the northern region of Israel and the
southern region of Lebanon, conflict has
also arisen in the occupied territories. In
to typify the crisis in the Middle East.
Again this week things in between Israel
and soulh-«"u auuui-
em Lebanon The violence that has been prevalent
have hrahPd in the Middle East has no clear end.






c u r r e n t
round of
Middle East .
peace talks, which are beingheld in Wash-
ington, D;C. have been jeopardized by
armed strife. Thecurrenthostilities were
initiated when Israeli planes bombed a
Party of God, also known as the
Hezbollah, base on Sunday, November
8.
a fifteen year old Palestinian after a rock
throwing incident. While in the Gaza
Strip an Israeli soldier was seriously in-
jured, and
four Pales-
t i n i a n s
were killed.
T h e
v io l ence
that has
been preva-
lent in the Middle East has no clear end.
The Arabs and the Israelis both try to
eliminate one another in order to gain
superiority.
The continual bloodshed that has
persisted between the two since ancient
times is still an ongoing problem. The
bitter struggle for control of the holy
lands in the Middle East could eventu-The Hezbollah, which is a Muslimfundamentalist group with ties to Iran .~~~ - e x t e r m i n a t i o n o f a l l i t s
then commenced a two day rocket and f y l c a
artillery attack on Israel's northern sec- habitants by one another.
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Scouige Of Sexual Misconduct
Troubles America Deeply
by Paul J. Sullivan
Our society crumbles as we collectively si t idly by and watch, After a week
in which the escapades of Sol Wachter ripped him from the New York Court of
Appeals, I was frankly shaken. Here is a man who had once been considered a
potential Gubernatorial candidate, and now he is shackled to a bed in the
psychiatric ward of a Manhattan hospital. Furthermore, I was troubled even
more by the fact that this was in no way an isolated incident or confined to the
legal profession. Sexual misconduct is rife in our society, even in the once
revered Catholic church. But what is there left to do?
For those of you who might not know, Sol Wachter was the Chief Justice
of the second most powerful local court in America. The New York Court of
Appeals had once been home to the preeminent legal mind of Benjamin Cardozo,
yet it has now been defiled by the passion of an utterly depraved ne'er do well.
Wachter's original crime was a prolonged affair with Joy Silverman, a
wealthy Republican fund raiser. Unfortunately, it took a turn for the worse when
she jilted him and began an affair with another man. It was then that Wachter
went off the proverbial deep end.
Numerous unsolicited cards and letter were sent to both Mrs. Silverman
and her fourteen year old daughter. Included in them was one card, addressed
to the daughter, that contained a condom and a series of lewd remarks. How-
ever, he could not content himself with this and escalated his harassment to the
point that he demanded twenty thousand dollars or else incriminating photos of
Silverstein and her new lover would be released along with kidnapping her
daughter.
Consequently, this straw broke the camel's back and Silverstein went to
the police to report this miscreant. Wachter subsequently resigned his judgeship
and is now undergoing psychological evaluations. This once illustrious public
servant, having been released form Long Island Jewish Medical Center, has had
to hire a security service to prevent him from leaving his home.
Wachtler and everything that surrounds him bothers me greatly, though
not for the obvious reasons. Yes, this is a clear example of the worst type of moral
turpitude, but the even more unfortunate offshoot of it is the fact that it is not
confined to the legal profession or even to New York for that matter.
A nation wide epidemic of "passionate power" crimes appears to be
sweeping through our nation. The most visible and recurrent sign of this
Where as Wachtler's tryst will break him personally, the
Catholic Church, aonce revered entity, faces collective
ruin at the hands of its ever increasing legions ofpedifiles.
degeneracy is the religious community. Once considered a bastion of
untarnishable integrity, the clergy has been involved in a series of sexual offenses
that make Mr. Wachtler's escapades look like a walk through Central Park on a
crisp, autumn day.
Where as Wachtler's tryst will break him personally, the Catholic Church,
a once revered entity, faces collective ruin at the hands of its ever increasing
legions of pedifiles. Not only has the recent wave of litigation all but drained
church funds, but the insurance industry will no longer indemnify an organiza-
tion that could potentially lose almost a billion dollars in the near future. Yet,
what can be done?
The church, like all powerful institutions needssome serious infrastructural
renovation. They must realize that celibacy is unnatural, and that sexual
intercourse is a natural by product when two people truly love one another.
Moreover, they have to be more open about the existence of a problem. Just last
year a priest in my area named Father Levine was finally removed form his
pulpit. This removal came amidst allegations of sexual misconduct spanning
nearly two decades. Matters were further complicated when he was implicated
in a murder of a young boy that had been covered up by the District Attorney.
Yet, visceral problems such at this will never go away if we don't discuss them
openly.
Society in general should be held accountable for the Sol Wachtlers and the
Father Levines. These are men whose ascension to power was aided and
supported by people whom we have let wield a tremendous amount of power.
This makes the old adage ring vividly through my head: power corrupts and
absolute power corrupts absolutely.
There must be a system of checks and balances that extends into all levels
of American life. I am not calling for the omnipotent, encroaching hand of Big
Brother, but instead self imposed checks that emanate from the body itself. We
must teach societal restraint, or else the whole American milieu is in danger of
becoming a haven for the morally debauched.
I ant, by no means, trying to pontificate. It is just that I am deeply troubled
by the notion that Wachtler and Levine could have remained at large had a few
courageous individuals not stepped forward. Sadly, even more powerful people
are going to find themselves in the rogue's gallery before this house cleaning is
finished. But it is ultimately quite necessary.
Let's just hope that the fall of Wachtler and Levine teach us all a valuable
lesson in the restraint of power. It should be our goal to insure that Wachtler
remains the only member of New York's Court of Appeals to be arrested (it had
been unblemished for 145 years). Furthermore, church reforms should be
mandated so that those of you who may attend church know that your
contribution is alms for the poor, and not to bail the church out of another sexual
scandal or to continually rehabilitate repeat offenders like Levine. This should
be our collective aim,
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\Ihe Anatomy OfAHookttp: An
turn Of Our Sex Games
It has always been my feeling that the anticipation before a, first kiss, is far
nore sexual than any exchange of bodily fluids lhat may occur after the first
admission of intimacy. It is the small talk at the cocktail party, and not the drunken
stumble to the dorm room, where one's manhood and womanhood is put on
display for mutual critique. As hard as we may try, once it is all said and done, we
are sexual creatures, and as sexual creatures we are open targets for our hormones,
rhus we go ahead and ruin this perfect sexual tension with a sloppy wet tongue
fight. The haunting reality of it all is that the chase rarelyjusti fies the capture. There
s a profound awakening lhat occurs, that naked moment, when two people have
ilopped being with each other. The game suddenly becomes sour, and there is an
.inspoken, mutual realization that has left the participants with a gnawing sense of
mfulfiHment. It has also been my feeling that the loneliest moments of a lifetime
jegin when the orgasm is over and the stranger who envoked it leaves.
Sex has becomeinmanywaysimreasonablyhip/and to evaluate itinacollegc
lewspaper article, may seem both pretentious and square, but it is none the less
tecessary for honest criticism on this topic to rear its poignant head. What are we
ioing when we are hooking up? Tine answer is obvious if we answer it on a physical
level, but when we understand sex to be both sensation and idea, the answer
issumes both sophistication and candor. A hookup is, in essence, intimacy without
intimacy. We go through the ritual of love with no strings attached. Tom Robbins
Dalled this junk food sex, and this term is quite accurate when you [hink about it.
Junk food relieves hunger but does not nourish the body, hookups relieve sexual
Uesire but do not nourish the soul. The soulis the big loser in the sex game, it is the
soul that is alienated, while (lie genitalia get their way.
Intimacy is the noun that describes the interaction between the souls of
human beings. Intimacy also entails a profound honesty and compassion. The
irony of it all, is that these hookups, these scams assume the language of intimacy.
Ihe kiss, the fondle, the declaration of interest and compassion are all the language
rf the soul. This language, though is spoken with the worst of intentions. We do
\ot have sex to be intimate, we have sex to feel good. The goal at the sex game is
F^^a^o.a ',a 'va^e»ncowmensurafewith intimacy. Inlast week's columnlwrote
p a t when we obscure our moral language, we lost* ftifrabaitytpWlte effective
jmoral decisions. It is my feeling that our obscurity and misuse of the language of
(he soul, hinders our ability to express our love and in tim acy. So we allow ourselves
o lie, and deceive one another for personal gain, all the while justifying f his activity
if itis,al least, mutual. In doing this we justifyourselves. Our minds and lips utlor
the same tired excuses for our sexual deception; The sensation of sex is wonderful,
iveryone wants sex, and I am attrac&ve because people want to have sex with me.
rhese though ate only lies Ifot camouflage ourprevbusUes,andbefore you know
t an entire culture is created that justifies the most obvious falsehoods, while the
.rath on this subjectbecomes all the more estranged. Eventually though, the power
)f reason will penetrate allofthese fallacies and ask the profound question, why do
wespeakthe language of thesoulif we are just interested in affirmation of self, and
stimulation?
_ The answer to this question is fear. The greatest fear of the human animal is
mg alone, this is why we marry, this is why wehookup. We do not readily admi t
this fear, and we guard it in our clever flirtations and our cruel detachments
during thatmomentofposthookup anxiety. Yet this fear is ever present, and preys
upon our soul in order to gain a petty and meaningless reassurance. The reassur-
ince of fleeting physical intimacy that a hookup provides, though, is ultimately
empty, it is an exciting, yet predictable ritual. As ritual it asgumes more meaning
.han it literally provides. The inescapable fear that undermines this ritual is its
.o
_ The greatest fear of the human animal is being alone,
this is why we marry, this is why we hookup. We do not
readily admit to this fear, and we guard it in our clevet
flirtations and our cruet detatchments during that moment
ofpasthookupanxiety.Yetthisfeariseverpresentcmdpreys
upon our soul in order to gain a petty and meaningles,
"eassunmce.
motivation. Ibelievethatallof theielf satisfactionandfcclingof mental conquest
Ŝ  *" ^ ^ h ° ° k U p S ** u l t i m a t e l y J«»Hfl«iiion8 of this
t started my article by talking about the anticipation to a kiss. This anlicipa-
ton is so sexual because it is the moment before two human beings abandon the
hcmomentwhenmenandwomentumfromthinkingbeingstohumanbemKs It
is the moment of transformation, from thought to action, from reason to passion I
mshl^uldendthJsarticlewithaswmfulanddetatchedindictmentofthisfeatful
,exbut mymdictmertwouldindudemyself. lam as guiltvotjunkfood sexasmost
wman beings. Ichoose, then, to end this article on a note of inclusion Our sexual
;smeS are not problems in the normal sense of fee word. They can. not simply be-
Wdbynot havmg sex, or recognising what the sexone is having really is The
? 2 S ? ff^ S-X1S T, thal "***"* a s o I u«™ of introspection. Perhaps
i S S t f lCal f o r h o n e s t y ' i f w<* can begin ioctftically understand
' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " t o o h u m a n f . a r s ^ d l
it t i i lM w i we wllcontmue to play « game that leaves its participants losers
The Emptiness Of Loveless
Sex: A Consideration G£ A
Winged And Wingless Eros
BYAMYTATKO
Dialogue Writer
Sexual relations without love cer-
tainly provide humans with physical sat-
isfaction. Men and women alike desire,
seek and practice loveless sex. Yet, when
the moment of passion subsides and two
naked, listless bodies lie entangled on
that bed of lust, an emptiness, regret
awkwardness and shame quickly set in.
Trinity College, and perhaps much of
America and the rest of the world, stands
in dire need of a visit from "winged
Eros."
Eros is a figure from Greek my-
thology; he is the god of love and the son
of Aphrodite. The Roman mythological
equivalentis the well-known Cupid. Fol-
lowing the Russian Revolution of 1917,
the leading Bolshevik feminist,
Alexandra Kollontai, wrote an essay en-
titled "Make way for Winged Eros: A
Letter to Working Youth." In it she ex-
plicitly discusses the need to return to a
higher psychological and emotional level
of sexual relations, which she refers to as
The innate human sex drive con-
tinues to lower us from reasoning, think-
ing, emoting beings to uncultured, in-
sensitive, desirous animals. Yet we by no
means fall prey to this immoral degen-
eration; we ourselves make this conscious
choice between "winged Eros" and
"wingless Eros." Fully conscious that
loveless physical experiences often lead
to a loss of self-respect and emptiness,
human beings nonetheless humiliate and
degrade themselves by weakly subsid-
ing to their natural sexual needs.
One may draw a picture, or create
art. One may practice the piano, or make
music. One may do a paper, or write a
work. And one may have sex, or make
love. The distinction lies both in the act
itself and the performer's, or creator's,
attitude toward that act. By taking one-
self seriously and understanding the
magnitude of the process as well as the
end result, we raise ourselves to a higher,
more human, and yes, more challeng-
ing, concept of humanity. This ideal may
easily and joyfully be applied to human
sexuality.
The innate human sex drive continues to lower us from
reasoning, thinking emoting beings to uncultured, insensi-
tive desirous animals. Yet we by no means fall prey to this
immoral degeneration; we ourselves make this conscious
choice between "winged Eros " and "wingless Eros."
"winged Eros." Specifically, she wrote:
"The unadorned sexual drive is easily
aroused but is soon spent; thus 'wingless
Eros' consumes less inner strength than
'winged Eros,' whose love is woven of
delicate strands of every kind of emo-
tion." In the age of AIDS, "safer sex,"
abortion debates, changing legislature
on homosexuality, and the continuing
search for expressions of our sexuality
this statement of Kollontai's vision of
human sexual relations appears perti-
nent and appropriate. A visit from
"winged Eros" enlightens, calms and
emancipates those suffering from a defi-
ciency of sex or practicing meaningless,
loveless sex.
At a time and place where free love
and casual sex are socially accepted and
even socially suggested, a commitment
to a sexual ideal and higher concept of
human sexuality provides emotionaland
psychological satisfaction which far
outlasts the bodily pleasure of a moment
of passion and lust. Human experience
shows us that short-term sacrifice may
very well lead to long-term balance, re-
sults and change. The immediate denial
of sexual acts may result in a long-term
commitment to an ideal and the preser-
vation of self-respect. With a visit from
"winged Eros," our dignity, emotional
needs, respect and even pleasure may be
peacefully restored.
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Making Sex Our Object
I have sat in front of this computer for a long while trying in some way to
relay my personal thoughts concerning the nature of sex, generally, and the state
of sex here at Trinity. However, words consistently have failed me and the article
annihilated itself with the sorry words I had contrived to put together. I was left
speechless, thoughtless, and with an entire column to fill. But finally it occurred
to me why the situation was so desperate: sex is completely ineffable. As human
beings we are forever trying to discover new ways in which to describe and put
into words the experience which we phrase "having sex."
Yet, I think that those who have experienced it will openly confess that it ii
a experience which can never be pinned down to its specifics; however, since it is
such an integral aspect of the human condition we persevere and stubbornly
attempt to describe the ineffable.
One of the things which we have linguistically done to facilitate the proces;
of describing sex is to re-shape sex from an experience to an object. In fact, the
sexual experience becomes an object. We say we "have" sex as if it were furniture.
We curiously query, "So, you getting any?" Or we boldly assert, "I'm gonna get
me some tonight." The language created around the sexual world doesn't move
us any closer towards the actual description of the sensation of sex. Mystics use
it as a metaphor for their unio mystka but this doesn't help anything unless you've
seen the face of God. Usually the description concludes with a mutual but unsaid
understanding or a polite, "You'll have to experience it for yourself."
Wehave created an en tire system of historical structures to place sex within
the realm of empirical observation. In this age of science, we have come to treat sex
as we would any other concept that affects us. We make nifty little historical
comparisons and talk about the emergence of sexuality and can now talk fairly
confidently of sex as an object rather than of people as objects of sexual desire. I
think this is a revealing and crucial distinction. Certainly, the trend has been to
consider sex as an entity in and of itself.
Though we may still think that women are treated as sex objects, things to
fulfill male desires, I think the current state of sexual relations between men and
women, men and men, and women and women is far more serious than this de-
personalization. If we make sex the object then people with whom we engage in
sex become simply suppliers for the commodity which we want.
We are all familiar with the phenomena of prostitution. For centuries in
prostitution we have expected to see this kind of buyer-seller relationship. I think,
though, that this relationship now characterizes much of the dialogue that is
contemporary sexual relations. If you want sex, for instance here at Trinity, you
know where to go and if you shop hard enough, you're fairly certain you'll gel in
a position to make the purchase. Some nights the store is closed. And some nights
they're out of stock.
However, the relationship isn't one of user-used but of mutual satisfac-
tion—like the merchant-consumer one except for the fact that we are always both
at the same time. The entire scamming/hboking-up thing is all a brilliant and
primitive bartering economy which perpetuates itself. .
Many of you may perhaps find this point Overstated and impossible. In
some respects it may very well be. But it illustrates well the degree to which sex
has become the object. Objectification is over. What we encounter now is the
phenomena which makes sex the object .This is a far more serious degree of de-
personalization. When we make people objects, we at the very least acknowledge
that at some level these people used to be human beings, and, the possibility to
return them to that state still exists. However, when sex becomes the object, that
object of our sexual desires which used to be a human being is now transformed
into a structure, a cross-national and historical concept.
We can let objects rest and simply describe then as we see them. Yet for
concepts and structure, we need to develop an entire intellectual apparatus,
vocabulary, and empiricism in which to describe sex. Sex is no longer the union
of two people in intercourse but obviously takes on a larger responsibility.
But do you see what just happened? Sex takes on the responsibility for itself
as a historical structure. Human beings don't, Is it really surprising that the trend
in American society has seen the sky-rocketing of violent sexual crimes against
women? Men have consciously created a world in which women are simply places
to go and get sex. Not people, not objects: places. If people do not hesitate to break
into stores, they no longer feel any hesitation when they break into other people.
The problem here is, of course, that sex is not an object. It is something that
all our talk will never be able to talk about in and of itself. Since this society is
convinced that the only way to deal with sex is to talk about it, we have created an
intellectual and social framework in which to discuss sex as an object. However,
when we do this we fail to recognize that something far more profound is
happening when two people engage in intercourse.
It should transcend all the etymological apparatus we have constructed. I
mentioned earlier that mystics describe their Union with the divinity in sexual
terms as they try to describe their feelings of bliss. Assuming some validity in this,
I think we can talk about sex as a mystical union, as something completely
ineffable, wonderful, and precious. This meaning has been forgotten.
Sex in this society has purged itself of such feelings in exchange for the cold
empiricism of objectification and later structuralisation of sex. But all this hasn't
brought us closer to verbally describing sex, but physically distanced us from it,
Sex isn't and should not be treated as a game, or a commodity. The fact that it is
signifies that we have relegated sex to the same position in society as automobiles.
Truly, is it any different? It's actually un-hip to talk about any sexual
restraint because sexuality has for so long been repressed. But has this new
openness and dialogueaboutsexmadeusfeelanybetteraboutourselves as sexual
beings? If anything, I would suggest it has further estranged us from our true
sexuality in much the same fashion that freedom has banished us from Home.
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I The Trinity College Sex Survey
Sex at Trinity? What? Well, I figure it must go on, but I don't really know
too much about it. People tell me it goes on a lot, and often for the wrong reasons.
11 don't know too much about that either. In fact, I'm drawing a blank in pretty
| much all areas concerning sex abTrinity. So, without further ado, I thought the best
| way to find out more about sex at Trinity (other than experiencing the actual
. phenomenon) would be to ask other people who know a little more about it,
namely, everybody else. If you could be so kind as to fill ourthis questionnaire and
I send it to Box 274, I'd much appreciate it. I'll compile the results and put them in
| the paper next week, assuming there are enough responses to formulate some
| credible data, Thank you very much.
I Questions By Torie Ludwin And Ian. O. Smith :
J1. Are you Male or Female?
2. What is your class year?
3. On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate the level of
, promiscuity at Trinity?
14. How would you rate your personal promiscuity at
| Trinity?
j 5. Do you think sexual relationships are easy to find at
JTrinity?
16. Do you think casual sex is prevalent?
17. Do you think casual sex is wrong?
18. Does "hooking up" constitute sex?
9. Do you think "hooking up" is wrong?
10. What percentage of "hookups" involve alcohol?
• 11. What percentage of "hookups" result in relationships?
112. How common is dating among Trinity students?
113. Do you think the threat of sexual assault inhibits
j people's behavior?
114. Do you think sexual assault happens often at Trinity?
115. Do you think the threat of AIDS inhibits people's
I behavior?
116. Do you think AIDS is a threat at Trinity?
17. Are you currently sexually active?
Thank you for your time and consideration. Please drop
. your answers off in campus mail to Box 274. •
Public disorder on the Quad: A puritanical horde, opposed to
sex at Trinity College, burns the infamous adulterous "A" in a
rally for a return to a time of more traditional morals, a la
Hester Prynne. [Editor's Note: This is just a simulation of an
ultra-conservative reaction. Do not attempt this at home.]
SUZANNE FAUJENDER
This Week's Topic:
' - Sex At Trinity: What Exactly Are We Doing?
• . Writers:
AmyTatko- -, - Thomas badaw
VictoriaUidwin
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Chamber Music At Trinity
BY RACHEL TOTMAN
Sink Your Teeth In To
Dracula
A MOVIE REVIEW BY DANA MEACHEN AND CHRIS RAU
DANA:
Well, its the third week of seeing a horror, suspense thriller, and I'd have to
say this week's beats them all. Bram Stoker's Dracula was incredibly successful at
portraying the legendary tale of one of the most horrifying villains of all time.
Ironic as it sounds, Dracula is a love story. In 1462, Count Dracula, played
by the amazingly versatile Gary Oldman, must fight the Turks and leave behind
his wife Elizabeta. He comes back and finds that she has killed herself, convinced
he will not return. When they will not give her a Christian burial, he turns his soul
to the powers of darkness and vows to revenge her death for eternity. Years later,
in 1897, Dracula buys land in London, and through the clerk, Jonathan, played by
Keanu Reeves, he meets Mina, played by Winona Rider, who resembles his dead
wife, and is determined to get her to spend eternity in the realm of darkness and
evil with him.
The acting was grea t. Gary Oldman was completely perfect as Dracula, and
Anthony Hopkins plays an obsessed doctor determined to conquer evil. And I
love Winona Rider already, but did you ever notice that she is cursed with
attracting the most bizarre men? Beetlejuice, Edward Scissorhands, Jerry Lee
Lewis in Great Balls of Fire, and a psychopathic teenager in Heathers7. This girl
needs some definite dating tips. Although in all of those other movies, I kind of
liked her boyfriends, no matter how much they were misfits to society. I did not,
however, find Dracula attractive at any pointin the movie. He was either mutated
as a demonic creature, dressed as an older, bizarrely-haired count, or resembled
Tom Petty in his "Don't Come Around Here No More" video, except for the black
hair. The outstanding job on makeup did not do much for his attractiveness, but
instead revealed his horrifying nature. And the fact tha t Winona was attracted to
this guy just further convinced me that maybe she was better of f with the powers
of darkness instead of domestic London society in 1897.
While depicting a horrifying legend of terror, the created scenes of
Transylvania and DracuJa's castle were sheer masterpieces. The art direction in
this film was great- the tall, ominous castle on carved out on top of the mountain
was entirely convincing. All of the special effects were incredible and realistic,
making the movie even more terrifying. A surreal mood pervaded the film, and
the fading in and out of characters made the ever presence of Dracula more
threatening.
: I was on the edge of my seat throughout the film. I didn't know what to
xpect from one moment to the next. I give this tremendous thriller three and a
half Kit-Kats. Be prepared to be frightened!
CHRIS:
Movies just don't get any better than this. This dark, surrealistic piece of
filmmaking easily makes up for the Candyman's churned out by Hollywood.
Francis Ford Coppola, of Godfather fame, once again proves that he is one of the
most entertaining and innovative directors in Hollywood. Dracula either met or
surpassed all my expectations, and I had been waiting months to see this film.
What amazed me was how drawn into the film I became. The music is
hypnotic, and consumes the moviegoer to the point that even when the screen is
completely dark, you are still aware of what is happening. The performances by
Gary Oldmanand Anthony Hopkins are of academy award caliber. Winona Rider
gives what has to be her most credible showing yet, and even Keanu Reeves is
believable in a very serious role. All the characters inspire a kind of inner fear.
Nobody in the film ever seems happy. There are constantly shadows lurking
around, and the feeling of darkness just pervades the entire film.
Coppola's brilliance is severely tested with this movie. The special effects
are incredible, and they have to be. The movie depended on being able to create
a mood with images alone, and Coppola succeeds in incorporating just the right
amount of bizarre camera angles and reflections to keep the audience guessing.
Many of the effects are some that many movies try, but just end up looking
ridiculous. Coppola is able to make them all work. Dracula's shadow is constantly
moving without him, he never appears in mirrors or sees his reflection in store
windows. Their is lots of imagery relating to the sky, and Dracula's ability to
control the weather that might have seemed stupid in some movies that works
perfectly here.
I have heard from some people that the movie very closely resembles the
book, and I am inclined to agree. I never got the feeling that much had been
changed to make a better movie. Books are usually much better than the movies
that are made from them simply because movies cut out so much detail and
sometimes alter the story to present a better film, But I think Coppola was able to
capture the essence of what Bram Stoker tried to create in the dark and sinister
character of Dracula.
For me, Dracula finally moved beyond the simple vampire character that I
had always seen him to be. Oldman plays him with a kind of sinister sadness that
goesrighttothesoulofthosewhoarewatching.Ihadneverbeforeseentheoriffins
of the character, and filling in that part of the story made a big difference to me
All I can say about this movie is go see it, and see it in a big theater with stereo
sound. To get the full effect of this brilliant piece of filmmaking you cannot wait
for video. Fmd time to see it, skip a party and do something that is relatively
entertaining for a change; Dracula is worth it. I give it four Kit-Kats; it is definitely
tne best horror-suspense movie to be made in quite awhile!
Arts Writer
The Chamber Music season began
last Sunday, November 8th, with the pio-
neer performance of four chamber
groups. This Sunday, the 22nd of No-
vember, two more groups will play. They
are the more advanced groups, the Wind
Quintet and the Advanced String Quar-
tet, both directed by Douglas Johnson.
The performance will take place the 22nd
at three p.m. in Hamlin Hall. Admission
is free of charge.
Chamber Music is a new phenom-
enon here at Trinity. There used to be an
orchestra, but it did not satisfy the educa-
tional goals of a small liberal arts college.
Douglas Johnson, who came to Trinity
five years ago as the music director, de-
cided to get rid of the large scale orches-
tra and approach music education from
the small scale chamber music point of
view.
The orchestra was unsatisfactory
for a number of reasons. First, there was
no space large enough at Trinity for the
orchestra to meet. Sometimes the group
of fifty-five met in the Washington room
and other bookable spaces, but this led to
hassles, Sometimes the room was booked
for two events simultaneously, such as
when the orchestra arrived to practice
only to find the "Mr. Student Body" con-
test underway. The lack of a permanent
practice place was frustrating to all in-
volved.
The chamber group solves this
problem for it is much easier to find
space for five people to practice than
fifty-five. Mr. Johnson sees the chamber
groups as "much more portable." It has
also proved easier to schedule a time
when five people are available than the
whole orchestra.
The second dilemma of the orches-
tra was the wide range of talents in-
volved. Mr. Johnson explains that when
finding fifty-five musicians in a school as
small as Trinity, one is bound to come up
with varying levels of skill. It was diffi-
cult for all of the different levels to play
together. Some musicians felt less confi-
dent, and were drug along, while others
felt held back, which led to everyone
being frustrated.
Mr. Johnson sees learning to play
together as the main educational goal.
The chamber groups satisfy this by group-
ing people of the same skill level to-
gether. Therefore each person feels
equally as confident and all are chal-
lenged. Each person feels in control, and
so they are more able to learn. Being in a
small group, each musician knows the
other players, thus it is more obvious and
more difficult to skip practice. The cham-
ber group solves not only the problem of
space, but also that of morale.
Twenty percent of the orchestra
consisted of musicians from the Hart-
ford community. This opened up the
college to the community, but more im-
portantly it provided for a larger mix of
ages, some people were older while some
were still in high school. The mix of ages
led to a better learning experience for all
please see page 15
Adams and Hidder perform for
Trinity College November 13 And 14
BY CHRISTOPHER VALENTINE
Arts Writer
On November 13th and 14th,
Nancy Adams '84 and Sarah Hickler pre-
sented a unconventional series of solo
and duet dance performances in
Garmany Hall. The performance was
the first to be supported by the Bessie A.
Evans Fund in Dance which invites
alumni/ae toexpress their talents atTrin-
ity.
Nancy Adams who graduated with
a joint degree in Theater/Dance and In-
tercultural Studies has since established
herself as the Co-Director of the highly
revered Mobius Artists Group of Boston.
The group which encourages the expres-
sion of new forms of art seemed to have
provided the perfect conduit for Ms.
Adams experimental work in dance.
The show opened with duet piece,
Natural Causes written this year by Ms.
Hickler, originally intended for a trio.
This contact movement piece instantly
conveyed to the audience that this was
no traditional dance form. The stage was
barren of all scenery save twochairs. Ms.
Hickler and Ms. Adams began with a
lilting walk between the chairs differing
their contact from their heads to hands
accompanied by the music of Yo-Yo Ma
and Bobby McFerrin.
The flashing and staggered light-
ing contributed to the sense that the
movement was a series of physicalposes.
Amy Chick '92 commented on the fact
that, "The dance was entirely different
from any form I had ever seen, in fact it
seemed more of an expression of Nancy
and Sarah's personal composition than
anything else."
The next act, another duet, Bring-
ingHometheBaconwnttenbyMs. Adams,
was perhaps even more indicative of her
unique uncanny interpretation of the
common.
In the first act, What's in Store, Ms.
Adams and Ms. Hickler danced around
table and paper bags with colored lights
inside, playfully hiding behind the table
and then reappearing. Literally inter-
preting the title of her third act, Brown
Bag Lunch, the dancers preceded to eat
brown bags. Although there were comic'
overtones, Ms. Adams performed with
utmost gravity. Later in Separating the
Egg, Ms. Adams jumped in a trash bag
representing the shell and preceded to
rip her way out. Perhaps the most easily
understood piece of the evening, it was
met with a rounding series of applause.
The finale was a solo performance
by Ms. Adams, Fork Knife Spoon. Her
first act, The Peas Taste Funny, based on
anonymous English 18th century poem,
was eerily bizarre. Instead of musical
accompaniment Ms. Adams had re-
corded her voice saying variations of 'the
peas taste funny' and preceded to eat
peas and honey. Bizarre yes, but the
movement also showed Ms. Adams cre-
ative genius and ability to entrace the
audiences attention.
In the next four acts with a tradi-
tional soundtrack by Henry Mancini,
Istavan Marta and Tom Plsek, Ms.
Adams had decorated the stage with
spoons, knives, and forks hanging from
the ceiling and on painted cardboard
around which she danced. Furthermore,
Ms. Adams had placed a chair on a large
box, above which she had hung a bare
light bulb. Coordinating her mouth
movements with the light which flick-
ered on and off, Ms. Adams displayed
intense concentration and ended the act
with the bulb seemingly hanging out of
her mouth.
The reaction to show was mixed
although a universal respect for Ms.
Adams' originality abounded. Chrissy
Hewitt '93 said, "I found it bizarrely
engrossing. It (the performance) was
difficult to understand until you were
able to recognize it within its own par-
ticular context. As Nancy (Ms. Adams)
said to me earlier, many different inter-
pretations were possible due to the fact it
is not a narrative." Amy Chick '92 also
was laudatory, saying that, "Although it
did not particulary strike as any form of
traditional dance, Ms. Adams was ex-
tremely powerful and serious. She defi-
nitely has expanded the horizons of
dance."
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10 at 8 p.m., Victor Montejo, a
Mayan Indian, read from his
poems, prose, and fables in the
Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall.
Mr. Montejo was born in a
Mayan Indian village in Guate-
mala, He has written a book
called The Bird Who Cleans the
World and Other Mayan Fables,
which is a collection of Mayan
folk tales passed down from
generation to generation.
These tales deal with such
themes as mutual respect, eth-
nic relations and conflicts, na-
ture, and creation. He has also
written Testimony: Death of a
Guatemalan Village. It is about
the destruction of his village,
due to Guatemalan political vio-
lence, which resulted in the
death of most of his family mem-
bers.
Professor Hugh Ogden,
who. introduced Mr, Montejo,
described it as "one of the most
searing accounts of the atroci-
ties of the last 10-15 years that
has been written." Mr. Montejo
has also written a book of poetry
called El Kanil: Man of Lightning.
Another book of poetry is forth-
coming.
Victor Montejo came to
the United States when his name
appeared on the death list in
Guatemala. He is working on
his Ph.D. in anthropology at the
University of Connecticut. He
expects to receive it within the
next few months.
Mr. Montejo lives with his
wife, Mercedes, and his three
children in Willimantic.
Mr. Montejo spoke of
his experience as a schoolteacher
in Guatemala in 1982, when the
army came to his classroom.
That afternoon the army killed
students in his class. He said,
"The kids had to lie on the floor
when bullets were flying above
us....We could hear the helicop-
ter dropping bombs." Mr.
Montejo read a powerful poem
about the terrifying events of
that afternoon. In the poem he
said, "[The parents and relatives
Poet Victor Montejo, a Mayan Indian born in Guatemala, read his work, including
fables and prose, to interested students and faculty on November 10, in the
Faculty Club. His writings reflect his interesting political experiences
SUZANNE
FAUEMDEK
of the students] tried to fling
themselves on the bullet-riddled
bodies of their loved ones." The
commander said, "Keep back,
or I shoot all of you. There is no
reason to weep for these cow-
ards." The army "coolly crossed
off [of the death list] the names"
of the dead. Mr. Montejo said of
the situation in Guatemala, "You
never knew if you were going to
wake up the next day."
One of the fables Mr.
Montejo read was "The Bird
Who Cleans the World." In this
clever and entertaining fable, the
bird ate large numbers of dead
animals which were killed by a
flood. When the bird went back
to the other surviving animals,
he smelted so bad that the other
animals did not want to be
aroundhim. Hisjobwasto"rid
the world of rottenness and
stench." That is why he was
called "the bird who cleans the
world."
Mr. Montejo's work is
not well known in Guatemala,
due to the fact that it was dan-
gerous to write stories like his
inside Guatemala and difficult
to have it published there.
After the reading, there
was a reception at which his
books and some of his wife's
weavings were sold. Mr.
Montejo also signed books,
well satisfied by the chamber
music. Possibly the groups can
be put together to create a larger
group and so lend itself to dif-
ferent music types. For now, Mr.
Johnson is "happy it's working
well and the students are satis-
fied."
By all accounts, the pro-
fessor is correct. Jay Akasie says
"playing in a small group has
helped me to be more aware of
the other instrumentalists
around me. I have also been ex-
posed to an entirely new
repetoire, one more indicative
of the quintet medium." Ben
Brunt, a seasoned violinist,
when asked if he enjoyed play-
ing in a small group more than
the orchestra, said yes.
The only disadvantage
is that the vast amount of music
written for large orchestra's will
not be heard at Trinity. In five
years, the Austin Arts Center
will be renovated. At this time a
promised large rehearsal space
will be added where large en-
sembles like the choir will be
permanently housed. Possibly,
the orchestra will start again
then. For the mean time there
are plenty of chamber music
pieces to be played.
The Wind Quintet, a
continued from page 14
involved. Unfortunately, there
are only three members of the
community playing in the
chamber music groups. Mr.
Johnson hopes to work some
more into the groups next se-




skills. He then creates new
groups. Therefore, people are
able to play different music
with other musicians in differ-
ent settings. Right now, there
are nine active groups. Mr.
Johnson hopes to expand.
In order to expand
more cellists are needed. Mr.
Johnson says that he knows
there are some cellists in the
school, they just haven't come
out to play in the program. If
they do come out and join, it
would greatly help the pro-
gram. If you are a cellist and
would like to join a group, Mr.
Johnson can put you in one
appropriate to your ability.
Mr. Johnson's educa-
tional goals, to teach indepen-
dent musicians how to behave
in a group and to give some
background on the period and
style of the pieces, are being
group made up of a flute played
by Janna Roop, an oboe played
by Terry Lee, a clarinet played
by Julie Galluzzo, a bassoon
played by Kate Gschwend and
Jay Akasie on the horn, will per-
form pieces by Hayden and
Hindemith.
The advanced String
Quartet, violins played by Kim
Aguilar and Ben Brunt, cello
played by Karen Benjamin and
the viola played by the director,
Douglas Johnson, will delight
the audience with works of
Hayden and Beethoven.
The two groups will
play complete works, The per-
formance is expected to last for
about an hour and a half. It will
be a pleasant way to spend a
Sunday afternoon, and Mr.
Johnson urges all to come.
After watching the
SlringQuartetpracticebriefly,
I realized that this is not a con-
cert to miss. The music is up-
lifting. The intensity of the
group radiates into the inti-
mate audience.
Professor Douglas Johnson playing with students in last week's pilot
performance. Sunday, November 22, two other performances will occur.
SUMNNE
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit caitls In the worid.,Vlsa® and MasterCard*
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you








Approval absolutely guaranteed soMAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAV
STUDENT SERVICES.BOX 17924,PLAHTATION/FL 55318
^ k c l ' i i l 1 wantVISA®/MASTERCARD<B> Credit







NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.
Visa IS a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
J*.Mo» Assoclat.on. 1 0 0 % GUARANTEED!
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On The Screen In Hartford
As a new Metro-Hartford attraction, we zvill be
featuring a listing for movies in the Hartford Area.





Buster's Pub & Cinema:
Showcase Cinemas 1-12:
West Hartford








Where The Day Takes You(R)
Hero(PG-13)
Sarafina!(PG-13)







The Last of the Mohicans(R)























Heeere's Oprah-Oprah Winfrey came to Weaver High
School on Friday, speaking about the importance of self-esteem
and a good education. It is nol known whether or notshe had the
students come up to speak about their problems.
A New Speakerf.,.5tale Representative Tom Ritler has
become the new speaker of the State House of
Reprfiscnlalivcs.The twelve-year congressman held a.press con-
ference to announce his new position/ the first press conference
he's called in his career. .
City Ctrcus...The City Council, for whom bitter and pub-
lic infighting is becoming a weekly rituai, had another conflict
when it clashed last week over whether or not to censure Deputy
Mayor Henrietta Mflward for her alleged conflict-of-interest
problems. The motion to officially reprimand Milward, how-
ever, failed by a slim margin.
Who's Got the Money? ...The City of Hartford is expected
U> come up with about $5.4 million short for 1992. The city
budget both underestimated it's expected spending and overes-
timated the revenue.
Goodbye Hartford TaxiL.In what will come as a relief to
many Trinity students who have spent no small amount of lime
wailing for a cab they called an hour ago, the Hartford Cab Co.
launched its fleetlast week. The new company's number is 953-
RIDE.
La Cage Aux Follies...That's right, that ill be coming to
Hartford! Appearing at the Wallace Stevens Theatre until No-
vember 22, the play is directed by Sal Marchese and stars
Stephen Crawford in the lead role. You can gel tickets simply by
calling 528-2143.
Metro-Hartford has recieved several appeals to bring back the list of previously published tourist attractions; we hope this will enable
more students to get out and explore the Hartford area.
The Carousel
Bushnell Park at Jewell St.
A classic meny-go-round, fuily
restored, park near Trinity arch.
$.25 per ride.
728-3089
Charter Oak Landing Cruises
8 Crossroads Plaza, W.
Hartford.
Cruise down Gt- River: foliage
and cocktail cruises. Call for info.
236-6975 ,
Mark Twain and Harriet
Beecher Stowe Houses
Farmington Ave.
The house where Samuel
Clemens wrote Huckelberry Finn





One of America's largest
alternative arts centers,
presenting fine art, poetry, film,





This gold-domed landmark was
built in 1878, and houses the
state legislature and historic




A very good art museum, with a
pricy restaurant and excellent
museum shop. FREE to all on
Thursdays and Saturday





Hartford Symphony and fine
music theater.











1 Civic Center Plaza
Sports events and rock concerts










"It's like a souped-up version of racquetball," say the people
at Hartford Jai-Alai when they describe their sport.
It may be a little different than racquetball, at least, but Jai-
Alai has become a growth industry, particularly in Hart ford, where
the sport is beginning to pick up a great deal of popularity.
The game is played on a court 175 feet in length, 40 feet high
and 45 feet wide; if the object —• to bounce a ball off the front wall,
and to prevent one's opponent from doing same—isn't so different
from racquetball, the equipment is. Players use a cesla, a strange
looking piece of equipment that's strapped to the arm and is
structured a little like a miniature, warped canoe.
The cesta is used to catch and throw the ball at speeds up to
and exceeding 140 mph.
To add to the excitement, the sport is one of the few that
openly allows and sometimes encourages gambling on its out-
comes. Indeed, the people at Berenson's point out that there is pari-
mutuel wagering offered on the games.
They also welcome people from Trinity, saying that "many
college students do come out to watch."
Admission is $2.
CLEANEST LAUNDROMAT IN TOWN
Suds and Duds
FRIENDLY & CXEAN / FULLY ATTENDED
COIN-OP LAUNDRY
WASH, DRY & FOLD SERVICE
FREE!







Good Only With This Coupon
Offer expires 11/30/92
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Hot Tomato's Disappoints With ARaw Deal..,
Pasta Not-So Cool At Hot Tomato's
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro/Hartford Food Critic
Hot Tomato's has the appeal of
being a trendy pasta restaurant with an
interesting setting.
Hot Tomato's is located at 1 Union
Place, which means it is attached to the
Hartford train and bus station. From the
exposed iron truss work which supports
the steeply pitched roof, itseems that this
was formerly a functioning part of the
train station before it became a restau-
rant.
The main dining area is an enor-
mous expanse of a room packed with
tables. The decor consists of a dark car-
pet, black tables, tomato-red chairs and
multicolored neon lights disposed along
various parts of the roof. There is glass
along three sides of this room and it can
get a bit drafty if you sit by one of the
exterior walls on a cold night.
Off of this large room there is an-
other smaller dining room. It seems that
by sitting in the smaller dining area, cus-
Hot Tomato's garlic bread-
was delicious. A small loaf of
bread was sliced, filled with
garlic and cheese, and baked
until warm and crispy.
tomers are less likely to be distracted by
the noise that reverberates throughout
the larger of the two rooms.
At Hot Tomato's, the kitchen is
exposed. It is located at the top of the
steps that lead down to the dining room.
Because of its placement, the clattering of
plates became an integral part of the
dining experience.
Hot Tomato's seems to be a popu-




seems to be pasta for
there was a large se-
lection of pasta
dishes on the menu.
S o m e t h i n g
called The Daily
Flight ($5.25) was fea-
tured on the list of
specials. This is a se-
lection of three dif-
ferent half glasses of
wine.
The Daily Flight is especially nice
for those who would like to try different
types of wine without having to commit
to a bottle. Hot Tomato's offers an exten-
sive selection of wine and beer as well as
a full bar.
Hot Tomato's garlic bread ($2.95)
was delicious. A small loaf of bread was
sliced, filled with garlic and cheese, and
then baked until warm and crispy. The
cheese was a nice variation on traditional
garlic bread.
Zuppa luna ($2.95) was brought to
the table in a large bowl. It was a hearty
soup made from chicken stock, small
meatballs, escarole, onions, garlic, and
tomatoes, finished with shavings of fresh
parmesan cheese. Although zuppa luna
contained meatballs, it was not a heavy
soup. Each of the different flavors re-
mained subtly distinct while at the same
time combining to form a tasty soup.
• The house salad which came with
the entree was disappointing. Many of
the lettuce leaves were
brown and the whole




was a spicy stew of




pers, garlic, and fresh
fennel, simmered in a
Piedmont red wine and
veal stock.
An exceptionally large portion of
the stew was served over fettuccine. The
flavors of the veal, chicken, and sausage
became subordinated to the overall spicy
flavor. What sounded like an outstand-
ing dish turned out to be only average.
The Chicken Giovanni ($15,96),
however, was quite good. Sauteed pieces
of chicken breast were deglazed with
brandy, finished with cream, gorgonzola
cheese, red peppers, and broccoli, and
served over linguine. The peppers and
broccoliadded just the rightdash of color,
and the subtle flavor of the gorgonzola
enhanced the whole dish.
The selection of desserts included
the standard creme caramel, connoli, and
tiramisu. The chocolate decadence ($4.50)
was indeed decadent. This was a rich
flourless chocolate cake served in a pool
of raspberry sauce. By itself, the cake
would have been too much; the tangy
raspberry flavor of the sauce provided a
contrast to thedense darkchocolatecake.
The service and timing left
something to be desired.
Adequate time was not given
to the course...andtlie person
who brought the meals
seemednone too happy
Hot Tomato's coffee is good.
The service and timing left some-
thing to be desired. Adequate time was
not given to the salad course. The entrees
were served almost immediately after
the salad and the person who brought
the meals seemed none too happy about
taking them back to the kitchen. After
the meals had been served, the waitress
virtually ignored our table while she was
quite attentive to some other tables
nearby.
On the whole, Hot Tomato's is not
that hot. For the quality of the food, the
prices are quite high. Hot Tomato's has
the potential to be a good restaurant.
However, in many ways it fell short of
the ideal dining experience.
GARMENT CARE CLEANERS
Wants Your Business Today!
DRY CLEANING - TAILORING - LAUNDRY SERVICE - WASH, DRY, & FOLD
SERVING TRINITY'S FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS
FOR OVER 20 YEARS!
cleaners eaners
Announcing...





to campus. For info,
call 247-2995.
20 % OFF ALL SERVICES
For Faculty and Students With
Trinity LD.
We Accept Checks & Credit Cards





Featuring Three Convenient Trinity
Area Locations:
1 . 430 New Britain Ave 2. 1788 Broad St. 3. 347 Washington St.
(corner of Hillside) (across horn Sam's) (corner of Vernon)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED --ALL SERVICES PERFORMED ON PREMISES
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One Way To Strike Back Against
Tnat Evil Game We Call... Tetris
BY ALEX JOHNSTON
Features Writer
The scene is a typical col-
lege dorm room equipped with
a personal computer. The time
is about 12:30 to 1:00 in the morn-
ing. The student, already on his
last legs, and about ready to fall
asleep, still has a five-page pa-
per on a book he hasn't read yet
So instead of mustering
up the brain power it takes to
accomplish such a feat, what
does the student do? You
guessed it, he punches up his
favorite game, Tetris.
He may as well call his
professor right now and inform
him that the paper will never be
done. The game is just that ad-
dictive.
I'm not even going to
bother to try to explain the finer
points of the game, since I as-
sume that most of you have ei-
ther played it before (God help
you), or have seen it being
played (remember, justsay NO).
Why is this game, whose
principle is as basic as picking
your nose (and offering the same
amount of intellectual stimula-
tion, I might add) so gosh darn
popular? Whatis its appeal? Is
it some kind of horrible mind
experiment being done by the
government? And what about
our government? Is itreally there
to serve us?
Can Bill Clinton turn this
country into something resem-
bling its own ideals? Is the best
thing about Al Gore the fact tha t
his children are so good-look-
ing? And what's going on with
the band Kiss? Can the band
that forced ABBA off the charts
ever attain the superstardom it
achieved back in.. .Sorry, I guess
I should stay more to the point.
Telris, my friends, is an
evil game. Not for one second
do I pretend to absolve myself
from its grasp. Iamjustasmuch
prey to its claws as the next per-
son. The way 1 see it, the game
needs to be analyzed. I appoint
myself as the man for the job,
simply because there's no one
else around. ..
I propose that the whole
game appeals not to some part
of the brain that can function on
such a low level of stimulation,
but rather itserves more the part
of the brain that works endlessly
during the day to produce intel-
lectual thought. The purpose of
Tetris is to shift that part of the
brain into neutral.
Put simply, it allows the
smarter part of the brain a rest.
Ever notice the partial daze that
you experience immediately fol-
lowing a mongo Tetris session?
It's because your brain is still in
a mental limbo from constantly
inserting randomly shaped ob-
jects into other one.
You might ask, "Well,
Alex, O my savior, how can I
stop this horrible mind erosion
that results from playing this
devilish game?".
Since you asked, I'll tell
you. Seeing as how the game
itself is virtually unquittable, the
solution is rather complicated
and involves top-secret govern-
ment action.
Tetris resulted from a col-
laborative effort between two
men, Alexey Pazhitnov and
Vadim Gerasimov. Yes, that's
right, they're Russian. Now, I'm
as open-minded as the next guy,
and I realize that the Cold War is
over. But, in my eyes, the evi-
dence is far to conspicuous to
disregard.
Come on, a game as men-
tally deteriorating asTetris,hap-
pens to have come from a coun-
try which, at the time of the
game's creation, was still an
opposing superpower. That's a
little too fishy for me.
The game is obviously a
plot to erode the minds of
America's youth, the future
leaders of the free world, and
stage a massive takeover once
our mind have reached the state
of terminal mushness.
The only retaliation to this
subterfuge is to strike back. We
must infiltrate their secret com-
puter files (I say we use the CIA,
after all, they already know ev-
erything about us) and find Mr.
Pazhitnov and Mr. Gprasimnv
Vision leaser
Find at least six differences in details between panels.
^
and force them to create a com-
puter game which will be just as
addicting and yet be filled with
subliminal messa ges containing
the lyrics to the famous Beatles'
tune, "All You Need Is Love".
We then unleash it on the
Russian and American public.
Michael Jackson, who no w owns
the publishing rights to all the
Beatles' songs, would gladly
surrender the song to be used in
the game.
Imagine, the central su-
perpowers of the world all walk-
ing around with a song about
love and happiness in their
heads.
Do you think they're go-
ing to want to take us over and
maintain tyrannical rule if they
have John Lennon strolling
around inside their brains? Of
course not.
This scheme is going to
take some planning, and I admit
it has its rough edges, but think
how much good it will do the
world? And you thought I





I heard the footsteps in
the hall. I knew who they were
and what they wanted, butthey
weren't going to take me with-
out a fight. I had the door
double-bolted, and T did the
chair back underfhe door knob
trick in order to prevent any
entry.
Three successive knocks.
"Who is it?" I yelled foolishly,
giving away that I was in the
room. "You know damn well
who U Is. Open up, before we
fcnock this door down."
I sal with the beads of
sweat forming on my crinkled
brow, "You'll never take me
alive!" I thought to myself, You
don't just accuse a man falsely
and then expect him to sit by
and take an unwarranted pun-
ishment,
1 lowered a string of se-
curely attached sheets out of
my window and then attached
my end around the wall be-
tween my open windows.
Slowly, I slid down to the
ground. Safety!
Just as I touched the
ground, that too familiar voice
sounded, "You've been out-
smarted!" I looked up, and you
can imagine my horror. She
stood them with her billy club
and her blue cop hat: Officer
Delta, "It seems as though
you're going to go to jail for a
crime you didn't commit," she
said through her grin. (At this
pointirtmysstory, lamgoingto
embellish it a little)
H«r eyes beat down on
my weakened body, and she
began to come forward with
the hand-cuffs,
As her hands reached
mine, B.A.pulled around ixithe
van with the fancy red stripe.
Murdock jumped out, pulled
mem, and slammed the sliding
door dosed.
As we were aboutto peel
owl, Pace started to chat with
the young police woman and
we were forced to leave him
there.
Face-man always gets the
women, I barely escaped the
Jail 'N Ba il process. They should
have known not to moss with a
guy who watched a great deal








































39 Hi's Wife, in
comics
41 "I —tell a lie"
44 Buys or sells
46 The Rolling —
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Nightmare Department I ^ : P ^
BY AMY EMPOLITI
Features Writer
One bright and beautiful day, I
went to the dentist. I had my toothpaste,
my toothbrush, and my raggedy clothes
which I use to paint, barf, slide down
mountains, and bleed.
It was a very routine visit until I
noticed that somebody put crazy glue on
my chair. I sat in it and it felt squishy.
The dentist put another chair on top of
me in order to permanently apply me to
the chair and flatten me. Too bad I'm not
self-adhesive. It would make his job a lot
easier.
I don't think dentists get paid
enough. It's a hard job. It's a disgusting,
wormy-germy job. Dentists have to stick
their hands inside strangers' mouths.
Therefore, I have much respect for den-
tists.
I sat in my chair like the exemplary
patient that I was. The dentist had a
friendly grin on his face as he looked
through his supply of dental tools. He
came out with a giant drill. He jacked
open my mouth and started buzzing
away. He drilled out most of my teeth.
The dentist took a sharp saw and
slid it across the inside of my cheek.
Moving the saw back and forth, he sliced
through to the outside of my face. Blood
gushed out in every direction. Then he
took a ball-peen hammer and banged on
the teeth he failed to remove with the
drill. He successfully knocked out every
last tooth.
The dentist then pulled out a pair
of pliers. He pried at my uvula, which
was merrily swinging in an ocean of
blood. He jerked it around and then
twisted it off. The dentist got a scalpel
and cut cleanly under my tongue.
He lifted my tongue away from
the ripply, blue and yellow veins under
it. He tugged and pulled, and grunted
and groaned, but could not manage to
stretch it all the way off. So he made a
circular incision.
He then lifted up my fleshy tongue
and plopped it on the tray in front of my
chair. I was overcome with delight as it
danced and somersaulted in front of
(what was left of) my face. The kindly
dentist stuffed the tongue back inside
my mouth. Being a perfectionist, he was
quite dissatisfied with his work.
He then went to his closet and got
out a huge vacuum cleaner with what
seemed like an infinite number of tubes
sticking out in every direction imagin-
able. He giggled playfully as he stuck it
in my face and sucked my whole head
away.
I asked for the mirror, I wanted to
see what I looked like with the new style
the dentist had given me. So the dentist
kindly retrieved my head from inside the
vacuum cleaner.
It wasn't too difficult since my skull
was flattened into a cylindrical shape
from going down one of the vacuum
cleaner's tubes. A truly helpful man, he
held my head up to the mirror and let me
see the results of my makeover. My
bloody lips smiled when my eyes saw
how lovely I looked.
When I was done admiring my
ever-cool, blood-red hair, the dentist
smiled pleasantly and gave me a new
toothbrush (to scrub my nails?). He said,
"Here you go, honey. See you in six
months."
1, Fi ^ B learning Your FafoeCll
i^^^^^^S^^te^S^W^^^^^^^S
::^M;:s'Fftiif̂ 'K<:^ ,̂ffi/:SM^^^ tiifllis
^&|||li$f^
ALONG THE LONG WALK
This Week's Fascinating Question Is...
What is your favorite Marriott meal?
Marc Furigay '93: That's easy.
Grilled chicken pita.
M.ii"nl I ili-.irds '!)3: Com Stacey Joslin '96: Chicken fingers.
* *7
• V
ny Fisher '95: Bagels and cream
cheese.
Matt Simpson '94: Lucky .Gnaniis
with a side of carrots.
PHOTOS BY
BETH PIRO
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Editor
Dear John,
I am a big fan of your section, but how come you never answer any,
of my letters? By the way, whatever happened to the Battle of the Burgers.
Signed,
Sad And Lonesome, Just Looking For Someone To Hold.
Well, Sad, I have reconstructed my section in order to include the
numerous letters that I have received, I hope that you continue to read
and to write to me. Don't fear loneliness, for it is next to Godliness, or
something like that.
About the "Battle", it seems that the games have been temporarily
postponed as one of the events is impossible to perform Until it is colder.
1 do not wish to divulge the actual content of the event, but I can say that
there is great deal of slipping, sliding, and singing involved. I am sorry
about the delay, but, as mere human beings, we are not always able to
control the beauty of nature that surrounds us.
By the way, I appreciated those compromising pictures you sent me.
From the looks of it, you mustbe a phenomenal gymnast. Feel free to send
more pictures, and I am available most evenings for consultation.
Dear John,
I was severely offended by the series of articles that made light of the
Dialogue section. It is simply retrological to criticize something that you
obviously don't understand. I'm sorry, I mean, the section editors-work
very hard to produce something worth reading. Perhaps if you spent as
much time and mental expense on your section as I-I mean they-do, you
would realize the error in your ways. 'Praise the thinkers while they live.'-
Signed,
Severely Unappreciated
Wftat can 1 say? 1 call them as I see them. By the way, what does
'retrological' mean?If you interpreted my satire as supercilious, then you
fust don't understand humor. Thoreau once said, " My time is now, for
tomorrow it will be gone." He did not mean that he was going to die in
some proto-existential inferno of diverticulitis of the universal
annaggedonalpogrom of theworld'sexploitivemasscs.Hesimply meant
that he wanted to ride the circus horse, because it was their last day in
Massachusetts. Think about it.
. . ' : ' . * • . , " • • • . , "
Dear John,
I have an '82 Dodge Omni that has 100,000 miles on it.
I was driving through campus yesterday, when I bottomed
out on a speed bump. I don't think there was much damage,
but I have lost a great deal of oil, and I can't go above first
gear. Would you mind taking a look at it?
Signed,
Worried Lady With A Broken Car.
Well, Lady, I mightbe able to get to itnext week. Right
now, I am fixing up a 1965 Ford Fastback. This is a sweet
ride, and once I slap some new shocks and struts on that
kitten, it's gonna purr real nice. Give me a call at the office,
and I'll see ifl can fit you in before Friday.
Write your responses to: 'Dear John" c/o
Trinity Tripod through the campus mail.




Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Gre-
ater Value. 15% Gratuity
On Total.
Valid Through 12/17/92
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Namaste: A Call for Writers:
Namaste is a new
publication for the Greater
Hartford area thafs searching for
talented local writers. We're
interested in all writing - short
stories, essays and poetry - as
well as photographs, cartoons
and drawings. Our intent is to
probe matters of the heart, from
humorous to the heart-rending,
with the hopes of revealing our
shared humanity. Subject matter
isn't as important as the spirit
with which it's conveyed.
Namaste welcomes
work from unpublished and
published writers. Here are the ,.
guidelines for all submissions:-''
Manuscript length should
not exceed 5,000 words; there is
no minimum length. We will
accept up to six submissions
from each writer.
All submissions must be
,-Jyped and double-spaced. If you
have a computer, include a copy
on a31/2 "diskette.
Also, all submissions
must include a self-addressed
envelope with sufficient postage
for return mail.
Payment for published
works is with one copy of the
magazine.
Submissions will be
accepted until November 20,
1992. Send them to Kathy
Simpson, Editor, Namaste, P.O.
Box 310149, Newington, CT
06131-0149.
Career Counseling:




18 - Compass Realty info
session. Alumni, 7 p.m.
Friday, November 20 -
Columbia University:
If you have an
announcement
that you would






International and Public Affairs.
Committee Room, 10 a.m. -1
p.m.
Newman Club's Food Drive:
Please help support the
Newman Club's Food Drive by
donating a non-perishable food
item or monatery donation.
Proceeds will go to the Catholic
Migration & Refugee Services of
Hartford. Boxes can be found in
all dorms until Friday, November
20. Thank you for your
generosity. For more information
please contact Karen Milner at
x3134 or Pam Stawasz at x2793
Wednesday, November 18:
The Bookhouse Boys
(Kieran Curtis and John Stewart)
play rock, folk and blues. 7:30 to
10 p.m. Koepell Bistro, Vemon
Street. No cover charge. Casual
dress. Information: 297-2001.
ChamberMusic:
Sunday, November 22 -
Chamber music including works
by Beethoven will be performed
by The Trinity College String
Quartet and the Trinity College
Wind Ensemble, and directed by
Trinity College Assistant
Professor of Music Douglas





Sunday, November 22 -
A day long event focusing on
three musical plays by William
Finn, a popular Broadway
composer-lyricist. Trinity College
is the first venue where all three
plays will be presented to an
audience at one time. The event
will include performances by the
Trinity College department of
music of Finn's "InTrousers,"
"March of the Falsettos" and
"Falsettoland," and a discussion
of the genesis and performance
history of these plays.
Discussion participants are
scheduled to include: William
Finn, composer, lyricist and
playwright; Andre Bishop, artistic
director of New York's Lincoln
Center Theaters; Frank Rich,
head drama critic for the New
York Times. The plays are
directed by Gerald Moshell,
associate professor of music at
Trinity College. Choreography is
by Paul Tines and Trinity College
junior Julia Strong, set design is
by Karen Sparks Mellon and
lighting is by Trinity College junior
Christopher Hudacs. $30 fee
includes all-day admission to the
three performances and the
panel discussion. Optional
dinner tickets are $15. Pre-
registration is required. For more
information, call the Austin Arts
Center box office at 297-2199.
The event is hosted by the
Center Artists Series at Trinity
College's Austin Arts Center and
the department of music.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Center.
"Spectacle La Fantaine/Mussef:
Monday, November 23 -
A performance in French based
on works by Jean de La
Fontaine and Alfred de Musset,
directed by Claude Beauclair of
Paris, France. 8 p.m. Goodwin
Theater, Austin Arts Center. '
Free admission. Sponsored by
Trinity College departments of
Modern Languages and English,
the Center Artists Series, Austin
Arts Center, Alliance Francaise,
the dean of the faculty, the
theater and dance department,
and the Lecture Committee.
Wednesday, November 18:
Who do you think you
are, and what made you think
that way? How media influences
self-concept, a lecture by Lynn
Talit.7:30p.m.inLSC139.
Sponsored by the Wellness













Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for
Bonnie.
BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Earn FREE TRIPS and the
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, &
Jamaica form $159.
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Women's Squash Ready For Big Season
BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Writer
Traditionally, women's sports at
Trinity are very strong, and Women's
Squash is no exception.
Under the coaching of Wendy
Bartlett, senior co-captains Sarah
Hammond and Susie Dyson will lead
thisyear's Woman'sSquash team toward
their goal: maintaining their ranking as
one of the top four Division I teams in the
nation. With a career winning percent-
age of .747, coach Bartlett is sure to have
a team in contention for another out-
standing season.
The team ladder will consist of "a
blend of youth and experience," accord-
ing to coach Bartlett. Hammond, Dyson,
and Kate Whilmore '95 will fill the top
half of the line up. Hammond, last year's
number one player, is a two time Second
Team All American and working hard to
move up to the next level. Dyson was at
the number four position last year, and
won nine of her eleven matches.
Super sophomore Kate Whitmore,
voted the team's MVP last season as a
freshman, pulled through in several
clutch matches to end theseason strongly.
Her most notable performance was a
come from behind five set victory over
Harvard at the number four position.
She worked her way up to the number
two spot and won eight of her eleven
matches.
The middle rungs of the ladder
will be held by Amy Chick '93, Courtney
Dann '95, Whitney LaMotte '95, and
Debbie Nicolls '95. Last season, Chick
played the number six position and had
an individual record of 10-3. Her final
year is sure to be a strong one. Dann
played the number five slot and won
nineout of her eleven matches. LaMotte,
the team's most improved player last
season, also looks to be a strong factor in
the mid-ladder spots. Nicolls had a record
of 3-0 in a limited role last year, but is a
strong, solid contender in this year's lad-
der.
To fill the remaining spots a re four
enthusiastic freshmen. These newcom-
ers are Abby Hopkins from St. Mark's,
Meaghan O'Malley from Nobles, Carolyn
Young from Choate, and Lindsay
Conway from Taber. Young is very ex-
perienced, and the other three are work-
ing overtime by doing extra running and
lifting. No doubt these freshmen are
ready for the intensity of this top notch
Division I program.
"We are all very psyched for the
season," says co-captain Hammond. She,
along with the other veterans, knows
what it is like to compete with other
Division I schools. Last year, Trinity was
ranked behind only Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton.
These schools start practices ear-
lier in the year and have longer daily
practices. Yet, they have to take Trinity
Women's squash at practice last week in the Ferris Athletic Center.
The team is hoping to match last year's success against Harvard in
their season opener on December 2.
seriously because the Bantams are a genu-
ine threat.
Coach Bartlett knows this team is
ready to work hard and play intensely.
She commented, "Our goal is to be ranked
among the top four teams in the nation.
In order to achieve this, the team will
have to practice and compete with inten-
sity and be very focused upon that goal."
Their first match will be on De-
cember 2 against Harvard, who was
ranked number one in the country last
year. Coach Bartlett noted, "You never
know what can happen." Last year, Trin-
ity beat the Crimsons 5-4. Trinity must
return from Christmas break early to
prepare for the challenging road ahead.
The Bants are fired up and ready to
attack the season with enthusiasm and
determination.
VanderHeide, O'Da^ And Rausch Lead Men's Hoops
Continued from page 22
proved his shot more than any other
Bantam over the summer). Tomlinsdnis
also an intense defender:
Aaron Burrows '95 and Al Carbone
'95 will also be counted on to contribute.
Burrows, a 6-3 guard, saw limited action
last year. His size makes him one of the
best rebounding guards on the team, and
he has improved his outside shot from
last year as well. Carbone, a 6-0 guard,
did not play last season. Doubling as a
first baseman and pitcher for the Bants
baseball team, this lefty three point threat
is one of the best athletes on the team.
Among the freshmen recriuts, Troy
McKelvin '96, a 6-3 guard, is the prize
player. He was twice an All-State selec-
tion in Conneticut while stating at New
London High. He can play both guard
positions, and is a good penetrator and
shooter. However, for McKelvin to re-
ally help this team, he is going to have to
get the ball in low to the big men before
looking for his own shot. He figures to
split time with Tomlinson either starting
at shooting guard, orbacking up Almedia
at the point.
Chris Smith '96, a 6-2 guard from
What's got fifty-eight thumbs
and loves to write?
THE WRITING ASSOCIATES,
of course.
To talk with Associates about the
program and the Writing Center,
please join us for two informal
gatherings, to be held at 4:30 and
7:30, on Wednesday, November 18
at the Writing Center.
• < $ •
Bring your friends and your appetite,
as refreshments will be served.
Worcestor, MA, has notable leaping abil-
ity and shooting skills. He and Carbone
will probably split time as the backup
shooting guard, unless Ogrodnik has that
position reserved for Aiken.
Shawn Marshall '96, 6-0 guard,
played his high school ball in Syracuse
NY. Quickness and leaping ability are
his strengths, and have probably won
him the job as third string point guard.
His game is a bit raw, and his shot could
be polished, but he makes the right deci-
sions on the break, plays solid defense,
and has a knack for finding the hoop.
Rounding out the freshman class
are Mark Lotty (5-11 G from Fairfield,
CT), Chris Calio (6-1 G from South
Windsor, CT) and Spencer Grimes (6-3 F
from Old Lyme, CT). Barring Injuries,
this talentod but inexperienced corps
doesn't figure to see much varsity action
this season.
The Bants are solid at the center,
power forward, and point guard posi-
tions. However, the shooting guard and
small forward positions are question
marks. More to the point, the Bants are
going to have to find some outside shoot-
ers to replace McCoy and Allen.
Almedia had proved by the end of
last season that he was up to the task, but
he will need some help from his backcourt
mates, especially McKelvin, Tomlinson,
Carbone, and Smith, if the the Bants are
going to have a successful season.
Trinity should expect opponents
to pack their defenses in to try to shut
down the Bants' big men. Jones,
VanderHiede, Haffner, O'Day, and
Rausch had better hope that the guards
hit their shots, or it will be a long year of
double and triple teams in the paint.
The Bants open their season on the
road versus Albertus Magnus on No-
vember 28. If the outside shots are fall-
ing, it should be a successful start.
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towlng Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
COMPLETE AUTO GLASS COVERAGE
WITH DIRECT INSURANCE BILLING!
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Women's Basketball Returns Nine Veterans
BY TODP JACOBUS
Sports Writer
Trinity's 1992-93 Women's Basket-
ball team is waiting patiently for its first
game. After that, however, they don't
plan on looking back. One can't blame
them, though, as they return four starters
from the squad that went 14-9 last year.
Five other letterwinners are also
returning from last year's team, which
was an offensive power, averaging a
school record 71 points per game (ppg).
Only Amy Chido, a forward who led the
team in scoring last year with 13 ppg,
was lost to graduation. Among the re-
turning starters are the backcourt tan-
dem of co-captain Lisa O'Connell '93 and
Kathy Moynagh '93, and Jennifer
Hadfield '94, the Bantams frontcourt
powerhouse.
O'Connell and Moynagh, both se-
niors, have had the experience of starting
with each other for three years now,
developing into one of the more respected
backcourts in New England over that
time. O'Connell, besides being 15th in
the nation from the free-throw line last
year at 82.7%, averaged 10.5 ppg and led
the team in assists. Moynagh, a quick
penetrator, averaged 7.9 ppg, and led the
team in steals, with nearly three a game.
Backcourt help is abundant this
year. Co-captain Jodi Falcigno '93, BJ
Toolan '95, and Patty Sarmuk '95 will all
look to improve off fine seasons. Falcigno
gives the offense a boost off the bench (5
ppg.), and is the team's best defender.
Toolan, as a freshman last year, averaged
7.7ppg, and was the Bantams main threat
from three-pointrange, sinking27on the
season.
Sarmuk is coming off a knee injury
that caused her to miss 11 gam es las t year
as a freshman. At 5-10, Sarmuk will look
to improve upon her impressive 54%
shooting percentage from the shooting
guard and small forward positions. Also,
freshman Kara Ryczek will see action at
the point guard position.
In the frontcourt, Hadfield is the
physical force in the paint, using her 5-11
height to outposition and ourjump her
opponents. She averaged 11.4 ppg, which
was second on the team, and grabbed 7.3
rebounds per game last year, and will
called to improve upon those numbers
with the graduation of Chiodo. Help
will come from Kate Armstrong '94 and
Jackie Kupa '93.
Armstrong is a versatile player
who, at 6-0, has the touch of a shooting
guard. She is a deft passer and can block
shots. As a sophomore, she averaged 7.5
ppg, and was third on the team in re-
bounding with nearly five a contest.
Kupa, 5-11, is a role player and a defen-
sive force in the lane. Both her rebound-
ing skills and experience will be impor-
tant to the team. Also, Susan Lally '96,
after a fine season in goal for the soccer
team, will now look to contribute to the
basketball team as a forward.
With fourteen road games, and
only nine at home, the schedule is not a
favorable one for the Bantams. Head
Coach Maureen Pine will look to make
the team, full of credentials, produce
away from home.
"Everyone of our returning play-
ers was instrumental in our success last
season," explains coach Pine, "and they
all know what it takes to win. If our
young players are able to make positive
contributions early on, we should have
another excellent season."
With the experience that this team
has, they should be able to overcome
some tough spots on the road and make
a run at the ECAC Tournament. The
team, however, can't wait to prove that
to the rest of New England.
, M | . ' .1? t
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Kate Armstrong '94 drives for a layup against Jennifer Hadfield '94 at "¥lLl fkouf*
a practice in Oosting Gymnasium last week. After several practices
there is cause for optimism this season. The Bantams return nine
players, including four starters, from last year's 14-9 squad. Co-
captains Lisa O'Connell '93 and Jodi Falcigno '93 will lead this year's
team, along with seniors Kathy Moynagh and Jackie Kupa. The team
officially starts their season on November 24 at Albertus Magnus.
Located across
from The Nutshell Cafe
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Hey sports fans. I'd like to call the recent loss of George M. Ferris to your
attention. You may recognize the name, it is written in rather large letters on our
Athletic Center here at Trinity.
Mr. Ferris was one of Trinity's most devoted servants and generous
benefactors during his lifetime. He served on the executive committee of the
National Alumni Association, the Board of Fellows, and for 18 years on the Board
of Trustees. His many gifts to the college included several undergraduate
scholarships, the Ferris professorship of corporation finance and investments, a
lectureship in economics, and the aforementioned Athletic Center.
Mr. Ferris began his college career in 1912. He majored in economics, ran
indoor track, and pitched on the baseball team. In 1914 he had an0.95 earned-run-
average, one of the four best in College history. Following graduation in 1916, Mr.
Ferris served in the Army Air Corps, and subsequently began his distinguished
career in economics and finance.
As one of our College's most generous sons, Mr. Ferris should be remem-
bered and appreciated by all associated with the school. The Ferris Athletic
Center stands as a permanent reminder of his love for our school and his desire
"to see Trinity remain at the top of New England colleges."
With this in mind I want to pose a question. What would Mr. Ferris have
said about the failure of the College to host this year's New England Water Polo
Championships? Call it a hunch, but I think he would have been a little
disappointed.
What am I talking about you ask? Well, if you consult the fall athletic
schedule, you will note that under the Trinity Water Polo Club Schedule heading,
it says that the NESCWPC Tournament was to be held here at Trinity on Oct. 31
and Nov. 1. In fact, it was not held at Trinity, but instead at Bates,
Due to concerns raised by the Office of Residential Life and some dormatory
residents about the potential problems that could result from giving out combos
to strangers, the decision to hold the tournament here at Trinity was changed.
The result was that instead of schools spending a night in Trinity's lounges,
they (including Trinity's team) spent the night in Bates' lounges. Fortunately,
despite the noisy conditions, and the fact that they had to sleep on a floor in a room
that was lit all night, the Trinity College Ducks still brought back the New England
title to Hartford.
Unfortunately, Trinity was not afforded the opportunity to cap hire the title
in their own pool - their own brand new multi-million dollar pool. This, in plain
language, is a shame. The new pool is a spectacular facility, and hosting the
tournament would have been a wonderful opportunity to showcase its brilliance
to both the Trinity community and the other schools in the toumamnet.
The missed opportunity on the part of the College raises the question, why
spend two million dollars to build a pool and then discourage its use for
intercollegiate activities? Inshort, you don't. It's simplynot good business, as Mr.
Ferris might say.
Mr. Ferris once said, "I want my gifts to go on for perpetuity." They have,
and in the case of the Athletic Center, it continues to stand as symbol of athletic
excellence at Trinity College as additions, such as the new pool and squash courts,
enhance its reputation. In the future, we shall honor the memory of Mr. Ferris by
encouraging athletic competition in the building that bears his name.
Men's Hoops Underway
Continued from page 24
year when he went downfor four games).
He is the team's best scorer, and can
throw down a spectacular jam on the
front end of the break to ignite the of-
fense. Dependable coming off a pick to
nail a seventeen footer, or weaving his
way through the lane for a tough two,
Jones often simply out-jumps his de-
fender to get his shot off. Jones' biggest
attribute on the court, however, may be
his desire and ability to take, and hit, the
big shot. When the game is on the line for
Trinity, Jones wants the ball.
O'Day, at 6-6, averaged 4.7 ppg.
and 3.1 rpg, last season. He is the best
defensive big man on the team, where his
long arms, quick feet, hustle, and heady
play enable him to shut down the
opponent's leading scorer. Offensively,
he makes the players around him better.
O'Day sets some of the best picks on the
team and has excellent passing skills for
a big man. Although he gets most of his
points on offensive rebounds, he has also
improved his shooting during the
offseason.
> Three other, big men who will be
called upon to contribute are Chris Reh
'95, Pat Kinsler '95, and Dane Aiken '95.
Reh, a 6-6 forward, saw limited action
last year. He can shoot the fifteen fooler,
and the coaches have to like his scrappy
style of play. Kinsler, a 6-3 forward, will
battle for a spot in the starting lineup at
small forward. He is the strongest mem-
ber of the team and one of the hardest
workers. He was an offseason fixture in
the weight room and gym, and his hard
Small Market Woes
Hurting Baseball
BY BEN VARAT ,
Sports Writer
Today, ask any owner about the
financial status of baseball and he will go
into a long description about the four
horsemen of the apocalypse stampeding
toward baseball. The question can be
asked, are the owners crying wolf, as
they have been doing for the past sev-
enty years (since Babe Ruth signed for 50
thousand dollars a year), or are their
predictions finally going to come true?
There are many indications that
portions of baseball are in major financial
trouble and that without some sort of
agreement between the owners and the
players, the next five years of baseball
could see the forced movement or even
the death of a number of franchises. The
problems exist with the small market
clubs. Teams such as the Pittsburgh Pi-
rates, Seattle Mariners, Texas Rangers,
and Minnesota Twins are not able to
compete financially with the New York,
Chicago, and California ballclubs.
A perfect example can be seen from
a brief comparison of Seattle and the
New York Yankees. In 1991, Seattle fin-
ished above .500 for the first time in
franchise history and drew 2.1 million
fans to the ballpark. In contrast, the
Yankees finished no where near .500 (even
games versus the Cleveland Indians be-
came close) and only drew 1.9 million
fans.
Yet, Seattle lost 10 million dollars
while the Yankees sat back and calcu-
lated which free agents they could go
after with the help of theirrecently signed
ten-year, 500 million dollar cable con-
tract with MSG. Herein lies the problem:
the Mariner's T.V. contract is worth 1.5
million dollars a year, while the Yankees'
is worth 50 million dollars a year.
Further disparity can be found
when considering the repeated loss of
work has paid off. Kinsler was nailing
60% of his threepoinlersin the preseason
and if he stays healthy, should see plenty
of time on the court this season. Aiken, 6-
4 forward, averaged 4.3 ppg and 3.5 rpg.
last season. His speed and jumping abil-
ity make him an asset at both small for-
ward and shooting guard. He has a good
nose for the hoop offensively and plays
strong defense. Even though he is only a
sophomore, the coaches will be expect-
ing big things from Aiken.
The Bantam guard corps is not
nearly as deep nor experienced as the
front court is, but the guards have as
much, if not more talent. Jeff Almedia
'94, leads the way for the guards, but he
willneed contributions from several other
players if the backcourt is going to help
relieve the pressure placed on Trinity's
big men.
Almedia is a 5-9 point guard who
averaged 9.9 ppg.,2.7 rpg., and 3.5 apg.
while starting in every game for the Ban-
tams last season. Even though he tends
to be shorter than his opponets, his
strength and exceptional quickness make
Almedia one of the top point guards in
the ECAC. This season he will be called
upon to consistently stick the three (he
hit six in a game against Amherst last
year) so that the inside can open up for
Jones and the other big men,
Stephan Tomlinson '94, will be
counted on heavily to contribute this
season as well. The 6-1 guard can back
up Almedia at the point, and play the
two guard position (Tomlinson has im-
Pkase turn topnge20
free agents by the smaller market teams.
For example, the Pirates will likely lose
Barry Bonds and Doug Drabek this win-
ter. Last year they lost Bobby Bonilla to
the Mets and a 29 million dollar contract.
With the successive loss of these super-
stars, the Pirates will likely fall from a
three lime division winner to a second
division team.
Also, the Pirates lost money each
of those three years so it is depressing to
think about what will happen after they
start losing more games than they win.
Pittsburgh is a franchise mired (unfairly)
in a vicious downward cycle. As such,
most people predict the Pirates will ei-
ther fold or move to Florida. As a native
of the Pittsburgh area, and a Pirate fan,
either situation is unacceptable.
The situation can be salvaged if
they players and owners are willing to
follow the NBA's lead. The NBA insti-
tuted a salary-cap system where each
team has the exact same amount of money
to spend for players. The system works
by forcing the owners to pool all the
profits for the previous year. The players
receive a percentage of this gross rev-
enue which is then split into twenty-
seven equal parts. Each twenty-seventh
represents the amount of money each
team can pay total for all of its players.
No team can exceed the salary cap for
any reason.
This system, known as revenue-
sharing, allows the small market teams
to go after big name free agents as ag-
gressively as the larger market teams, as
well as allowing a small market team to
maintain its marquee players for the
majority of their careers. While this solu-
tion may not be the only answer to
baseball's financial problems, it is a
method which has been highly success-
ful in the NBA, and would solve many of
the economic problems facing baseball
today.
Trinity co-captain Adam Laput (#75) celebrates a Bantam touchdown in
last Saturday's 37-13 blowout at Wesleyan. Mike Giardi (#17), Julian
Craig (#44), and John Catalogna (#78) also celebrate as Tom McDavitt







I *** Intramural Basketball Entries Must Be In Before Thankgiving Break - No I
Exceptions, So Get It Together Now! ***
also
Intramural Soccer Playoffs Results Next Week
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#1 Hewitt and Shin
#2 Chick and Nelsor
4 - 4
2 - 6





This week's Athlete of the Week is senior quarterback Paul
Broderick. In his last game at the controls for the Bantams, Broderick
had one of his finest performances. He completed 13 of 22 passes for
193 yards and three touchdowns in Trinity's 37-13 thrashing of
Wesleyan in Middletown last Saturday. Scoring passes of 48 and 30
yards to Tom McDavitt '95, and 16 yards to Mike Giardi '93, gave
Broderick 19 TD's on the year, against only five interceptions. For the
season, Broderick completed 118 of 209 passes for 1,604 yards.
Broderick more than lived up to the storied reputation of great
Trinity signal callers in leading the 1992 Bantams to a 6-2 record.
Congratulations Paul on being named the Athlete of the Week.





























W - Tim Vessel 30 pass from Dave D'Onofrio (Josh Stein kick)
T - Tom McDavitt 48 pass from Paul Broderick (McDavitt kick)
T — Mike Giardi 16 pass from broderick (McDavilt kick)
T - McDavitt 26 FG
T - McDavitt 30 pass from Broderick (McDavitt Irick)
T — Jeff Dcvamiey 68 intercepted fumble return (kick failed)
W — Mike Muraca 4 airi (pass failed)
T - Mike Wallace 48 run (McDavitt kick)
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
PASSING - T - Broderick 13-22-1, 193; W - D'Onofrio 6-18-2, 94, Robinson
0-2-1.
RECEIVING - T - McDavitt 6-118, Giardi 4-35, Greg Broderick 2-36, Shaun
Kirby 1-4; W - Muraca 3-14, Jeff Wilner 1-31, Vessel 1-30, Chris Richardson
1-19.
RUSHING - T - Wallace 6-68, Mullaney 9-59, Kirby 5-37, Paul Broderick
10-25, Julian Craig 6- JO, Dave Aliard 5-12; W - Muraca 21 -98, Troy Robinson
14-42, Richardson 7-37, Dave Cottrell 6-27, Howard Lindsey 8-15.
Rising and Portanova 0 - 3













Final Football Statistics m
TRIPOD SPORTS
37-13 Romp Over Wesleyan Sends Seniors In Style
BY CHRIS BROWN
Sports Information Director
Racking up 415 yards in total of-
fense, Trinity extended its winningstreak
over Wesleyan to a record six games
with a 37-13 victory over the Cardinals in
Middletown,
TomMcDavitt'95caughtsix passes
for 118 yards, including touchdown
passes of 48 and 30 yards, to help Head
Coach Don Miller earn his 140th career
victory. Defensively, the Bantams once
again shutdown one of the top backs in
the NESCAC by limiting Mike Muraca,
who had scored 14 touchdowns for
Wesleyan this season, to just 98 yards
and just one touchdown on 21 rushes.
Jeff Devanney '93 continued his
point-scoring ways in the secondary by
picking off an option toss and returned it
68 yards to give Trinity a commanding
30-7 lead at the end of the third quarter.
Trinity miscues in the first half
kept this game much closer than it really
was. The Bantams marched their first
two possessions of the game just inside
of the Wesleyan 30-yard line only to turn
the ball over. On the first drive, quarter
back Paul Broderick '93, who was 13 of 22
for 193 yards and three touchdowns, fired
passes over the head of Mike Giardi '93
on third and fourth down.
On Trinity's next possession,
Broderick's sideline pass for Giardi was
intercepted by Matt McCarte at the
VVesleyan 20 and returned to the
Wesleyan 42. Wesleyan quarterback
Dave D'Onofrio tossed a 30-yard touch-
down to Tim Vessel down the left side-
line to give the Cardinals a 7-0 lead at
6;13 of the first quarter.
Wesleyan had an opportunity to
increase its lead after blocking Trinity's
Greg Broderick's ('95) punt from midfield.
The Cardinals recovered the ball at
Trinity's 25 yard line but were forced to
attempt a 31-yard field goal, which was
wide to the left.
John Mullaney '93 is tackled in Wesleyan territory during one of
Trinity's third quarter touchdown drives.
fense, Broderick drove the Bantams 80
yards in six plays to tie the score at 7-7
with 11:44 left to play in the half on a 48-
yard pass play from Broderick to
McDavitt. Running down the left side-
line, McDavitt came back to the ball,
which was slightly underthrown, and
then scooted past the bewildered de-
fender for the score. McDavitt, who fin-
ished with 19 of Trinity's37points,added
the PAT.
After the Bantams' defense forced
the Cardinals to turn over the ball on
downs at the Trinity 24, Trinity mounted
a 12-play drive to take a 14-7 lead at 5:14
of the second quarter. Broderick com-
pleted four of five passes on the drive,
including a 16-yard touchdown pass to
adjustment to the pass left the Wesleyan
defender out of the play. After catching
the quick ten-yard out pass to the wide
side of the field, Giardi spun to the in-
side, which enabled the senior to score
his first touchdown of the year.
hi what has become a familiar pat-
tern in recent contests between these two
teams, Trinity dominated the action in
the second half, outgaining the Cardi-
nals in total offense by a 155-50 margin.
The Cardinals did have their chance early
in the second half, though.
Devanney fumbled a punt return
at the Trinity 24 in the opening minutes
of the second half, providing Wesleyan
with its third turnover recovery inside
Trinity's 25. The Cardinals, who had
Robinson for an injured D'Onofrio, were
slopped short of a first down on four
plays, however, Sophomore Sean
Hankard wrapped up Robinson for a six-
yard loss on fourth down.
Trinity opened up a 30-7 advan-
tage on the strength of three consecutive
thefts by the secondary. The Bantams
moved into position for a 26-yard field
goal by McDavitt to take a 17-7 lead at
4:21 of the third quarter when Devanney
picked off a D'Onofrio pass at midfield
and returned it to the Cardinals 44-yard
line. On Wesleyan's next offensive se-
ries, D'Onofrio's pass was intercepted by
Greg Schram '95 at the Wesleyan 38 and
returned eight yards. One play later,
Broderick tossed to McDavitt on an out-
and-up pattern down the right sideline
for a 30-yard score. McDavitt added the
PAT. With Robinson back at quarter-
back, Wesleyan optioned its way inside
Trinity's 35, but on the final play of the
third quarter, Devanney s tepped in front
of Robinson's pitch at Trinity's 32 and
returned it for his second defensive score
of the season.
In the fourth quarter, the two teams
exchanged touchdowns from their re-
spective senior running backs. Muraca,
who had raced 55 yards four plays ear-
lier, only to be knocked out of bounds at
the one-yard line by Eric Mudry '94,
scored on an option to the left with 13:01
left in the game. Wesleyan's two-point
conversion failed.
Trinity's Mike Wallace's ('93) final
run from scrimmage was 48-yards of
vintage Wallace. Bursting up the middle
on a counter play, the senior co-captain
hit and bounced off one defensive back,
and then high stepped out of the reach of
another diving defender in order to scam-
per the last ten yards untouched with his
arms outspread.
The victory raised Trinity's record
to 6-2. The Bantams finished behind
Middlebury, which defeated Tufts 17-9
to finish at 7-1, for the most wins in the
Boosted by the work of the de- Giardi. Similar to McDavitt, Giardi's brought in freshman quarterback Troy NESCAC this season.
Men's Hoops Has Height Advantage This Winter
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Writer
Las t year the Trini ty Men's Basket-
ball team finished the season with a 13-8
record. It was not a disappointing year
for the young Bants. However, consider-
ing that they were 11-4 and on the way to
the playoffs before star forward David
Jones '94 missed four games, the season
couldhavebeenbetter. While Jones was
out, the Bants lost close games at Wil-
liams, Amherst, and Wheaton, and at
home against Manhattanville,
Head Coach Stan Ogrodnik begins
his eleventh season with a 183-78 life
time mark as the leader of the Bants. He
has guided four Trinity teams to the
ECAC Division III New England Cham-
pionships in five appearances. Helping
out with the coaching duities are motiva-
tor extrodinaire Walt Adamy, and X and
O man Jeff Carr.
The teamlosl only two seniors from
last years team; Dennis McCoy, who
Started at small forward (13 ppg.), and
Mike Allen, who started at shooting
guaid (10 ppg.). Allen holds the school
record in three pointers made and at-
tempted, and McCoy was Trinity's best
shooter from 15-18 feet. Replacing their
contributions will be difficult, but not
impossible.
Much of the burden shouldered by
McCoy and Allenlastyear will fall on the
shouldersof this year's tri-captains;Mark
O'Day '93, Pieter VanderHiede '93, and
DougRausch'93. They are the only three
seniors on the team, and each will be
counted on to provide leadership,
Position by position, the team
shows the potential for a very successful
season. As the team is broken down
player by player, it reveals a wealth of
big men, but the need for a shooter to
step forward and assert himself.
VanderHiede, a 6-8 center, aver-
aged 7.1 ppg. and 5.9 rpg. last season. He
is very athletic and runs the floor better
than most of the centers he plays aginst.
Of the returning players, he was second
on the team in rebounding and third in
scoring last season, despite missing four
games with a fractured finger. He is
probably the best defensive rebounder
on the team, and when he is not getting
his points from running the floor, he can
burry a jump hook over a defender, or
stick an eight foot jumper. VanderHiede
is the most vocal of the captains, and
when the team is down, they will depend
on his words and leadership ability to
pick them back up.
Rausch, at 6-8, averaged 3.0 ppg.
and 2.0 rpg. last year. He showed every-
one how he can play last year against
Manhattanville, when with Jones out, he
scored 16 points while going 8 of 9 from
the field. This year Rausch will get his
minutes as coach Ogrodnik rotates play-
y*. ? ^ - ^ « . W
Men's Basketball at practice in Oostiiig Gym last week. The team
is hoping to return to the ECAC Tournament this year.
ing-time among six centers and power combining a quick first step, accurate
" • uch, and physical strength to
ccurate
forwards 6-6 and bigger. Rausch, when
in the game, should be able to dominate
play in the paint with strong offensive
moves, a nice touch close to the hoop,
and good defensive rebounding.
Greg Haffner '94, a 6-7 center/for-
ward, averaged 5.4 ppg. and 3.6 rpg. last
season. Of the returning team members,
he was fourth on the team in scoring and
third in rebounding. Haffner may be the
most skilled of tensive player on the team,
shooting touch, >.— r-j —
riddle opposing defenders. If he can _
around a defender (which is rare), he can
go over him or, more likely, through
him. ,
Jones, a 6-6 forward, averaged
team leading 14.8 ppg and 7.9 rpg. last
year, A franchise type player, as Jc
goes, so go the Bants (as evidenced
Please turn to page 22
